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JuvENILE WELFARE BoARD OF PINELLAS couNTY
4140 FORTY-NINTH ST. N. • ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33709-5797
(813) 521-1853 • FAX (813) 528-0803
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
JANUARY 12, 1995
Workshop- 8;30 a.m. (agenda attached)
Regular Meeting - lQ;QQ a.m.

AGENDA
L

D.

Ill.

IV.

V.

CALL TO ORDER
A
Approve Agenda of regular meeting of January 12, 1995
B.
Approve Minutes of regular meeting of December 8, 1994
C.
Approve Executive Committee Actions
AcriON ITEMS
A.
Youth Development Report
B.
Personnel System Review
C.
Affirmative Action Policy Revision
Head Start Funds
D.
E.
Black History Pageant Funding Request
F.
R&D Funding Proposal
G.
USF Community Outreach Partnership Center Grant
INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
GOAlS Report (to be distributed)
B.
Center for Youth Development Training (to be distributed)
C.
Project PAIRS Evaluation
Cooperman-Bogue Award Update
D.
E.
Trainin& Post (to be distributed)
Personnel Report for December
F.
G.
Financial Report for December (to be distributed)
H.
Executive Director's Activity Reports
I.
Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
J.
Staff Development and Training
K.
Media Items
OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens.
requests for special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda
portion of the Board meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

The next regularly scheduled meeting of the JWB is February 9,1995,9:00 a.m.
Prior to addressing the Board, we would appreciate your stating your name, the
name of the organization you represent (if appropriate) and your address for the
record.

DONNA J. McRAE, Chairman

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of Novembet 10-, 1994

c
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MINUTES
Present:

Donna J. McRae, Chair; Martha C. Maddux, Vice Chair; Thomas R
Moriarty, Secretary; Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D.; Myrtle Smith-Carroll;
James E. Mills, Executive Director; Terry Smiljanich, Board Counsel;
Dianna Fontenot, Administrative Specialist, for Amy Daly

Ms. McRae called the meeting to order at 9:15a.m.
Motion;
Approve
Agenda

Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the agenda of the November 10, 1994 regular
meeting.

Motion;
Approve
Minutes

Dr. Diamond moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the minutes of the November 10, 1994 regular
meeting.

Motion;
Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which carried
Approve
unanimously to approve the minutes of the November 18, 1994
Exec. Cmte. Executive Committee meeting.
mtg.
minutes
Motion;
Ms. Maddux moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
Confirm
unanimously to confirm Executive Committee actions from the
Exec. Cmte. November 18, 1994 Executive Committee meeting.
actions
Mr. WJJ.ls updated the Board on the status of the building acquisition.
After questions and comments from the Board and staff, including a long-range
intention to replicate the project in two additional sites, a motion was made.
Motion;
Public/
Private
Ventures

Ms. Maddux moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to authorize staff to execute an agreement with the Public
Private Ventures, Inc. and to approve the receipt of a Public/Private
Ventures, Inc. grant award of $10,000.00 to plan for a Community
Change for Youth Development Initiative.
Fiscal Impact: This will increase the Fiscal Year 1994/95
Administration, Community Services Budget by $10,000.

\

Mgtigo;
Equip. &
Renov.

Ms. Maddux moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve Equipment and Renovation funding requests in
the amount totalling $80,000 to the following agencies:
1.

Stepping Stone -The Oasis Program
Renovations, including divider walls and carpeting

2.

United Methodist Cooperative Minlsteries - Southeast Asian
Preschool
1V, VCR, Fax, secure cabinets, oval table, art cabinet,
(2) cubbies, (14) classroom chairs, (2) audio music
cabinets, oopier, vertical blinds

3.

Friends of the Deaf Service Center - Program to Enhance the
Achievement of Children with Hearing Lou (PEAOI)
Kitchen sink, oomputer, air-conditioner, ice-machine,
storage cabinet, freezer, bookshelves, vacuum

~627

$5,654

$5,787

4.

Big Brothers/Big Sisters - One-to-One Match
Computer and printer

$1,645

5.

Florida Parent Child - Parent &t Child Trusting &t Teaching Program
Playground equipment, lawn mower, classroom equipment, storage
shed

$2,963

6.

Faith United Church of Christ - Quality Child Care Center
Preschool classroom equipment

$7,922

7.

Operation PAR- Children of Substance Abusers (COSA)
Playground equipment

~185

8.

Exchange Center of the Suncoast for the Prevention of Child Abuse
Copier

$1,724

9.

Resource Center for Women- SJngle Mothers are Ready Today to
Move Up
Computer system

$1,594

10.

Grief Recovery Center - Children &t Family Counseling
Computer system, fax

$850

11.

Great Explorations, Inc.
Carpeting

$6,518

12.

Community Pride Child Care • Gateway Center, Clearwater
Electrical work, (2) storage lockers, double-sided cabinet, changing
tables, ink-jet printer

$1,260

13.

Girls, Inc. • Individual Services
(4) fax machines (one at each center)

$990

14.

Gulf Coast Community Care - Pediatric Aids Program
1V /VCR oombination, Stationary 1V and VCR

$1,033

c

15.

YWCA of Tampa Bay • Adolescent Pregnancy lc Parenting Program
Replace roof - Clearwater site

16.

Youth Homes of Florida· Plantation House I
Copier, fax

17.

Ridgecrest Community Services - The JUdge Center
Carpeting, vinyl flooring, baseboard, (2) signs, storage shed

18.

The Pollee Athletic League of St. Peterabms- Youth Basketball
(48) Basketball uniforms and numbers

$1,044

19.

Directions for Mental Health · Children's Outpatient Services
(3) oomputer keyboards, terminal, dot matrix printer

$~91

20.

UPARC- Children's Services, Preschool
Oassroom equipment

$2,.731

21.

Girl's Inc. • Individual Services
Lawn mower, weeder, edger.

$ 870

22.

Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health· Children's
Outpatient
One oomputer system with software

$10,331

$2,839

$1,848

23.

United Cerebnl Palsy of Tampa Bay - Child Care Outreach
Computer, monitor, printer

$1,473

24.

Directions for Mental Health • Adolescent Day Treatment
Laser printer

$1,042

25.

Florida Gulf Coast Autism • In-home Respite Care
Computer, laser-jet printer

$2,355

26.

Catholic Charities, Diocese of St. Petenbulg
air oonditioning unit

$2,882

Fiscal Impact This will deplete the Fiscal Year 1994/95 Equipment and
Renovation fund balance of $80,000.
Following questions from the Board to staff and to Janice McDonald and Randy
Ratliff from Operation PAR, a motion was made:

c

Motion;
Ms. Maddux moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
PAR/PCAS unanimously to allocate $18,225 to Operation PAR for costs associated
merger
with the acquisition of Professional Addiction Comprehensive Addiction
Services, Inc. (PCAS) contingent upon completion of the acquisition by
the Board of Directors of Operation PAR and Professional
Comprehensive Addiction Services, Inc., as follows: a. Up to $3,500 for
PCAS Accounting Fees; b. Up to $4,000 for PCAS Legal Fees; c. Up to
$7,000 for Defeasance of Pool Loan; d . Up to $3,725 for PAR Legal Fees;

and e. to transfer contracts for Chemical Abuse Prevention Services
($100,133) and Natural Helpers ($13,833) from PCAS to PAR contingent
upon completion of the acquisition.
Fiscal Impact: The Merger and Consolidation fund will decrease from
$25,000 to $6,775.
Mr. Moriarty questioned a comment by Dr. Spence about the workshop planned for
the Board on information contained in the September 1994 Prevalence of Drug Abuse
Among Students in Pinellas County Report; Dr. Spence reported that a workshop is
currently scheduled for February and identified additional efforts underway to
disseminate the study and engage the community in this issue. After further
comments and questions from the Board to staff, a motion was made:
Motion;
R&D
Funds

Dr. Diamond moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion that carried
unanimously to authorize the issuance of an Invitation to Bid for up to
$19,000 for two research projects; authorize an announcement for up to
$14,000 in Personal Service Contracts or Internships to support 3 small
research projects; allocate up to $5,000 to Gulf Coast Community Care
for the Violence Prevention Project evaluation; allocate up to $3,000 to
the Healthy Start Coalition of Pinellas County for a cash match for the
Healthy Start Fetal & Infant Mortality Review research project; transfer
$34,000 from Research & Demonstration Funds/Unallocated to the JWB
Administration, Research & Development budget, contractual services to
support a major research project and data management activities for all
research projects.
The remaining $20,000 transfer from Research & Demonstration
Funds/Unallocated to the JWB Administration, Research &
Development budget, contractual services to be allocated to study the
Social Service System be temporarily postponed and staff was requested
to return to the Board with a more detailed model at the next
meeting.
Fiscal Impact: This will reduce the fund balance of Fiscal Year 1994/95
Research & Demonstration Funds/Unallocated from $100,000 by $42,000
leaving a balance of $58,000.

After discussion among the Board members, a revised motion was offered which
would assure the continuity of the relationship between the Commission and the
Board by formalizing the tenure and appoinbnent process.
Motion;
Amend
JWBAct

Ms. Maddux moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to support an amendment to the JWB Special Act
which would (1) allow an appointed member of the Board of County
Commission to serve a two-year term as a member of the JWB and

c

(2) eliminate the petty cash account limitation, subject to negotiations
with the county and the sponsor of the bill.
Motion;
Mr. Moriarty moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
Purchase
unanimously to approve the following transactions for the purchase and
Chase Bldg. renovation of the Chase Operations Center, 6698 68th Avenue, Pinellas
Park, Florida, contingent upon final sale: transfer $623,785 from the
Undesignated Fund Balance; transfer $926,215 from the Designated Fund
Balance - Building Reserve, increase the Cash Forward Revenue from
$1,772,116 to $3,322,116; and increase the Non-Operating Budget,
Building Reserve from $371,833 to $1,921,833.
Fiscal Impact The Fiscal Year 1994-95 Undesignated Fund Balance
decreases from $2,966,525 to $2,242,740; the Designated Fund BalanceBuilding Reserve is reduced from $926,215 to $0; the Fiscal Year 1994-95
Cash Forward Revenue increases from $371,833 to $1,921,833; the Fiscal
Year 1994-95 total Operating Budget increases from $25,812,990 to
$27,362,990. The Non-Operating Budget-Building Reserve will retain
$71,833-the normal reserve for major repair on the current facility.

Motion;

c

Asian
Family &
Comm.
Emp. Ctr.

Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to waive General Condition #3 requiring that funded
agencies submit a financial audit and management letter within 120
days of the completion of their fiscal year for Asian Family and
Community Empowerment Center.

Ms. McRae acknowledged a letter received from John Sanguinett of the Exchange
Center for the Prevention of Child Abuse, Inc., thanking the Board and staff of JWB
for its support over the years. Dr. Diamond recognized the contribution of the
Exchange Center to the children and families of Pinellas County.
Informational items presented to the Board included the Longitudinal Assessment of
Pinellas County Substance Abuse Prevention Programs - Year Two Report; Community
Council Update; the Affirmative Action for Fourth Quarter of Fiscal Year 1993-94;
Personnel and Financial Reports for November; the Executive Director's activity
report for September; Site Visit Schedule for December and January; Good News
from the Agencies; Staff Development and Training Center activities; and Media
Items.
Adjournment

c

The meeting was adjourned at 11:07 a.m.
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Action

Item II.A
Regular Meeting 1/12/95
Juvenile WeHare Board Members

TO:

FROM:

Requested Action
The Board is requested to authorize staff to release the attached Youth
Development Report entitled, "Building Bridges With/For Early Adolescence", to
the public for comment.

Options
1. Authorize staff to release the Youth Development Report for public comment.
2. Do not authorize staff to release the Youth Development Report for public
comment.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

c

Recommended Action
1. Authorize staff to release the Youth Development Report for public
comment.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
None at this time.

NanaHve_____________________________________________
In November of 1993 the Juvenile Welfare Board hired a Planning Consultant II to
analyze the issues affecting the healthy development of younQ adolescents who
are between 10 and 15 years of age. This developmental penod is critical in
terms of challenQeS and opportunities. It includes not only the transition from
elementary to middle school but also the transition from middle to high school. It
is also the period when many children begin to experiment in risk taking behaviors
such as drinking, taking drugs or engaging in sexual activity.
The analysis focused on youth in the context of their families, their schools and
the community. The study sought to answer questions such as:
* What are the issues affecting young adolescents?
* What are the issues for parents of youth who are in this age group?
* What are local and/or national exemplary strategies for developing
opportunities for young adolescents?
*Where are the gaps in local programs?

.
* What should be done in Pinellas County to address the needs of young
adolescents and to promote positive youth development?
A variety of methods were used to gather information on the topic of "positive
youth development" and to answer the questions listed above. The methods
ancluded reviewing available literature, identifying programs, creating a youth
development database, conducting surveys, coordinating community focus groups
and interviewing youth,.parents and youth workers.
The report provides in-depth information on the youth development project. It
details the methods used, the findings associated with those methods and staff
recommended strategies to address the findings. Attachment I is a summary of
the key findings and recommended strategies associated with the findings.
Attachment II is a synopsis of the Youth As Resources Program, which is being
recommended for replication.
Staff is recommending that the attached report be released to the public for
comment on January 16, 1995. The public release will include distributing copies
of the report to all major libraries and distributing copies of the executive summary
to all JWB funded agencies, local government, other funding bodies and planning
groups. It will also include forums which invite the public to comment on the
document. Input from the public on priorities, strategies and on the concept of
youth development as articulated in the "Guidelines for Positive Youth
Development" is being requested. The comments received from the public will be
compiled into a report and presented with staff recommendations to the Board in
AprH of 1995.
TIMELINE FOR PUBLIC COMMENT
ON THE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT REPORT,
•BUILDING BRIDGES WITH/FOR EARLY ADOLESCENCE"
Thursday, January 12, 1995

Present Youth Development Report
to Board

Monday, January 16, 1995

Release Youth Development Report
for public review

Tuesday, February 4, 1995,
Thursday, February 23, 1995 and
Monday, February 27, 1995

Facilitate Public Forums for
north, mid and south county

Tuesday, March 14, 1995

Public comments due to JWB staff

Thursday, April13, 1995

Present public comments and final
recommendations to JWB Board

Staff Resource People:

Jim Mills
Browning Spence
Stephanie Judd
Kate Howze
Ellthla Stanfield
R.J. Doody
Judy Hall

Mary Romanik
Renee Jones
Mary Ann Goodrich
Connie Caldwell
Pert Gehant
Dorthy Whitlock
Amy Daly

'
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ATIACHMENT I

.,

FINDING

RECOMMENDED STRATEGY

1.

Youth have a significant amount of
unsupervised time.

•

Initiate the development of a county-wide youth development
planning process to develop a comprehensive interdisciplinary
youth development plan. Include youth, parents, public, private
non-profit, religious and any other concerned secton in the
planning process.

2.

Many youth are engaging in risktaking behavton.

•

Identify appropriate funding sources for programs that incorporate
the principles of positive youth development and that address the
developmental needs of young adolescents, such as programs that

Utilizt youth working on community improoement projtds tlrtd youth
plan and implement;

Offtr youth lttldmhip opportunitits;
lncorporrtte CllTm' 11Tl1t11"t1USS, skill dtrJtlopment, lifo s1ci11s, tmd cultural
IIWtlmltsS

opportunitits;

Prwide for 11 continuum of deoelopmental actiuitits during crltiad
tnmsitiorull periods such as tlementtny to middlt school and middlt school
to higlr school tmd higlr school to young adulthood;
Prwide support for pamrts of adoltSCmts;
Prouidt scholarships for luw incomt youth to participatt in posithlt youth

development programs.
-----

--------
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FINDING
3.

4.

I

Many organizations provide
activities for youth; however, most
are weekly or monthly activities that
do not adequately address the issues
of unsupervised time.

"Best practice• youth development
principles are not uniformly adhered
to by youth serving organizations.

RECO~EDSTRATEGY

•

Advocate for expansion of afterschool and weekend program; for 10
to 15 year old students that meet JWB's youth development
guidelines.

•

Identify programming that incorporate the prindples of positive
youth development

•

Collaborate with other funding sources and concerned sectors to
increase and improve youth development programming.

•

Develop pilot neighborhood youth development programs in at
least three neighborhoods.

•

Release guidelines for positive youth development similar to the
standards and principles adopted lor the family support initiative
(included in the report).

•

Facilitate a self-assessment by Pinellas County's youth program
providers of their programs in relationship to meeting the
developmental needs of youth (particularly young adolescents).
Provide training and technical assistance for this self-assessment
process.

•

Assess current JWB funded programs to determine the extent that
positive youth development principles are incorporated in program
design.

•

Fonnalize a youth development currirulum.

n
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FINDING

5.

Many youth engage in volunteer
activities and many more want to
contribute to their communities.

x:\youthdev\boardmem

RECO~EDSTRATEGY

•

Initiate a local "Youth As Resources• program. Allow youth to plan
and implement community projects with adult supervision.

•

Identify funds for a directory that identifies youth development
program; and establish a youth development clearinghouse.

•

Recruit youth to participate in JWB activities, at all levels.

•

Launch a public awareness campaign that highlights the positive
activities that youth are involved in and the contributions they are
making.

...
ATIAOIMENT ll
YOUTH AS RESOURCES
The National Crime Prevention Council and the Lilly Endowment launched a Youth
as Resources (YAR) demonstration project in three Indiana cities in 1987. A followup study of the original participants revealed that Youth as Resources project had a
lasting impact. The project yielded such dramatic results that it has become selfsustaining at these sites with local funding and has since expanded throughout the
state. Other programs based on the Youth as Resources model have begun in
communities ranging from an inner-city Chicago neighborhood to a rural South
Dakota community.
Each Youth as Resources program provides a small grant to young people. The grant
is used to design and carry out projects that meet the community's needs. A local

board comprised of youth and adults solicits, reviews, and funds proposals written
by young people with adult guidance.
Youth as Resources programs allow youth to shape their own roles in the community
rather than having adults write prescriptions for them. The YAR philosophy i:5 that if
young people know they can contribute to solving serious problems in their
community, they will be eager to get involved. The young people involved in YAR
programs take steps to improve the quality of life for themselves and for others.
Through Youth as Resources, young people have shown that they have the desire
and the ability to organize and act effectively to help solve some of society's most
pressing concerns. Some of the projects that have been funded in other communities
are:
•
•
•
•
•

Tutoring children in homeless shelters.
Repairing and renovating low income housing.
Taking an anti-drug puppet show to hundreds of elementary school
children.
Providing regular companionship to the elderly.
Oeaning up community parks.

Through YAR programs, yoWlg people gain the self-esteem that comes from helping
others, making their community a better place, and learning new skills in the process
through the program.

~----~ -

-· ~ - ~ --- ---
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Item II. A. 2.
Regular Meeting 2/9/95

Action
To:

Juvenile Welfare Board

From:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrectoy

...

Requested Action
Endorse the resolution of the Florida Children's Services Council regarding state budget
issues.

Options
1. Approve
2. ReJect
3. Take no action

Recommended Action
1.

Approve endorsement of the resolution of the Florida Children's Council:

a.

The Executive Committee of the Florida Children's Services Council urges
Individual Councils and Boards to reaffirm their historic commitment to
prevention and early Intervention services for children and families; and
their legal prohibition from supplanting state funding unless the services are
consistent with established Children's Services Council priorities.

b.

Children's Services Council of Florida urges the Florida State Legislature and
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services to support greater flexibility
for local HRS Districts to transfer funds between funding categories to better
meet local needs.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
None

Narrative
Proposals to reduce state budgets and programs have resulted in numerous references
that local government - and at times, children's taxing districts, specifically offer
alternative funding sources for discontinued state programs. Many of these programs are
deeper end programs dealing with situations that are precisely those CSC's (JWB) seek
to prevent. If deeper end programs are to be reduced, it is more important than ever that
the prevention/early intervention focus by local communities be maintained.
The second portion of the resolution is related in that greater flexibility for HAS districts to
manage their resources would make them more responsive. This was one of the
intentions of the HHSB (Health and Human Services Boards) which has yet to be
realized.

As indicated, the Bylaws of the Florida Children's Services Council require two-third's of
the Boards of member Councils to approve a position before it can be assumed by the
Council.
The reference to legal prohibition of supplantment of state funding is included in the
general statute. JWB has this as a practice, but it is not included in our local law.
This resolution is consistent with existing JWB policy and practice.

.
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Action

Item II. B
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
_
Stephanie w. Judd, Director, Pro~1ams and Finane~

Dlrecto~

\.~

\J

Requested Action
Approve the recommended changes to the Personnel Practices Manual as
proposed.

Options
1 . Approve the changes to the Personnel Practices Manual as proposed.
2. Deny all or any part of the above recommendations.

Recommended Action
1. Approve the changes to the Personnel Practices Manual as proposed.
Fiscal Impact
None

Narrative_______________________
PERSONNEL PRACTICES MANUAL
The following recommended changes in the Personnel Practices
Manual reflect actions proposed by management. Input from staff
was solicited through each department as well as through the
Employee Personnel Committee (EPC). Proposed revisions have
been prepared legislative style to illustrate both additional and
deleted language.
SECTION 1

1.4

Employee Personnel Committee -An Employee Personnel Committee
(EPC) of 5 to 7 regular full time employees shall be nominated and
elected by JWB employees. Terms shall be for two years and to the
extent possible staggered to allow for continuity. Members are eligible
to serve two full terms. If a member serves two full terms, he/she may
not be reelected until one year has expired following the end of his/her
second term. Any vacancy occurring 1n an unfulfilled term shall be
filled ~y-ttflttHI=te-Ae~GeteeeF~eetieA&. for the completion of that

terrih

RATIONALE:

LM

Current system negates rotation system built in to provide
for overlapping memberships.

Any employee who believes he/she has been sexually harassed
should immediately report the incident to the JWB Human
Resources Manager after the incident for the matter to be
properly investigated in an timely manner. To assure the
comfort Qf employees a supervisor of the opposite gender of the
Human Resources Manager will be named in the JWB Operations
Manual to also receive sexual harassment complaints.

RATIONALE:

Current policy does not provide a process by which to
report occurrences of sexual harrassment.

SECTION Ill
3.741

Employees must have achieved regular employee status in Pay
Grade 28 or below. and served at least three years in tt:le+F
his/her current job assignment, to be eligible for
consideration for tt:le+F his/her first promotion in grade. For
any subsequent consideration for promotion in grade, an
employee must have served two years in tt:le+F his/her current
job assignment.

RATIONALE:
3.96

Prohibits management level staff from receiving Promotions
In-Grade.

If reclassified to a lower salary range, the employee shall
haY&-Atslher-salafy-eejuste&t&#le-s9fflef>'-6pefttOflate-f3ast1ienifrthe-salafy-feAge·eHAe-AeW-elass+fieatietTas-hef5fte-~&in
tAe-pfief~asstf+eatieR:-- retain his/her current salary if it

does not exceed the maximum salary of the lower classification.
If the salary exceeds the maximum of the lower classification
the employee's salary will be reduced to the maximum of the
lower classification .
RATIONALE:

Current policy penalizes emploxees when agency
reclassifies job to a lower classification.

SECTION V
5.111

Annual Leave
All regular employees hired prior to adoption of these policies
(January 1o. 1985) and employed 37.5 hours per week shall be
eligible for annual leave as follows.:
Through nine years of service - 11 .25 hrs. per month
Ten or more years of service- 12.50 hrs. per month

RATIONALE:

Identifies date policies were adopted for audit purposes.

I.

c

5.112

Annual Leave
All regular employees hired subsequent to adoption of these
policies (January 10. 1985) and employed 37.5 hours per week
shall be eligible for annual leave as follows:

4-3 .1.to_3 years of service- 7.50 hrs. per month
~

3 to 5 years of service - 10 hrs. per month

6-9 5JQ..9 years of service - 11.25 hrs. per month
10 years or more - 12.50 hrs. per month.
RATIONALE:

5.1211

Sick Leave ts-ear-Ae&-begins accruing upon date of employment
and may be utilized at any time thereafter.

RATIONALE:
5.1212

c

Sick leave is a benefit which is accrued not earned.

Employees hired prior to the adoption of these policies
(January 10. 1985) shall be eligible to accrue up to 900 hours
of sick leave. Employees who have accumulated sick leave in
excess of this limit pursuant to prior personnel policies shall
retain the hours ear-AeEI accrued as of the effective date of
these policies (January 10 1985), but shall not accrue
additional sick leave until their accumulated sick leave has
fallen below the maximum accumulation level.

RATIONALE:

5.12661

Identifies date policies were adopted for audit purposes and
clarifies when hours of accrual are adjusted.

Identifies date policies were adopted for audit purposes and
addresses sick leave is a benefit which is accrued not
earned.

All eligible employees shall be given an opportunity to
participate in the SLPCI upon its adoption. Employees shall
be provided an opportunity to participate during eaet:l- November
aftd-Mey--t-heFeefter-:- each year.

RATIONALE:

Aligns policy with current practice.

&:-181?:-

&.-181?:1------ f"Ati9t--B&~-ay-tAe-EK-eotftive-Difeotef-(GHB};
&:-l82-2------ mayfl&t-9eiJfanted-ter-e~Fied-8*eeeeling-oAe-yeeF:

c

Voluntary Leave Without Pay (LWOP): A regular employee may
~~~~~ a'r~£lllg~gWr~~sL~~~ purpose. LWOP is granted at
5.1821

must be approved by the Executive Director (OHD)

5.1822
RATIONALE:

5.183

may be granted for a period not to exceed one month.
Current policy now outdated by provisions of COBRA and
Family and Medical Leave Act. Replaces current policy
with provision for supervisor to approve Leave without Pay
without placing employee's position in jeopardy.

An employee on ~tffitaFy-aemifttstrat+YeHeaY&withootf>Sy LWOP
shall not earfl accrue YaeatieA annualleave;-siek4eave;TA9fit-sa~at=y
eEijt:JStments..QI sick leave during the period of his/her leave.
Employees on LWOP will be eligible for any salary adjustments which
take place while on LWOP.

&.-18&1

+Ae-efRPiayee-FAaymakerSffafl§ements-1er-pefS&Aal
paymem-efiASt:traAe&;-r-etifemeAt-aAd.fMher-e~~FRent
refatee-deGt:Jet~&.

5.1831

RATIONALE:

5.185

JWB will continue to provide the employee's medical
insurance while the employee is on LWOP. It is the
employee's responsibility to pay for dependent and dental
coverage.
Allows employees on LWOP to continue to be eligible for
salary adjustments and to continue health insurance
coverage.

Unless otherwise stated, reiAstatemeflt-oHh&-emJ*eyeerto.ffislflef
fefmef'f*}sitiefl;il-~rael&'f*}sitiefl-er-ef)asitieA-m.e-lewer-salary
reAg&.at-1fte-1im&te~~piratien.af-1fte-leave-is-Stlbje~tor&laiJaa+~ty
of.p&SttteAS-fefwRieA-the efflplayeeis~alified:r the employee's

position will be kept open and will be available to the employee upon
his/her return from LWOP. If the employee fails to return at the
designated end of his/her LWOP the employee will be considered to
have voluntarily resigned and his/her employment will be terminated.
RATIONALE:

5.24

Protects an employee's position while on LWOP yet
protects the agency should the employee fail to return at
the end of the designated time period.

Part time regular employees are eligible for participation in
group insurances at the1r expense&.--if participation is
consistent with terms of current insurance contracts.

RATIONALE:

SECTION VIII

Each insurance contract has its own provisions. Current
contract prohibits part time staff from participating;
however, a new contract could allow for it.

8.2

Each employee shall be formally evaluated twiee annually (Mef'eR
eRd September) for the purposes cited below. An employee may
also be evaluated at other points in time as determined
appropriate by JWB.

8.21

An employee shall be evaluated against performance standards in
Mef'oA-efl6 September.

&:23

+Ae-MefoA-eYaJHatieR-shaU4ect:ts-eA-assessmeAt*jelrf)8St-

per:foFmaAee-and.fl:ttt:H=e-oejeettve&of-the~oyee-.--Speeifio
efftPAasts-shaU-6e-1eei:ISeEtOA-~F1JGels-and-ebjeettves;-tAe

aRtteipate&-plan-1ef-eE>Ate¥iflg«-pFe§fessiflg-tewafd-tAose

geafs-~th&oe->rt~Ye-mentRs-and-speeifioi'~ASi9iJities

of. be#:~--- JW.SeAG-tAe-&fftPieyee-tA-eeeem~shtAg-N:te-pleA-.
&:23~-

+Ae-~etioA-ef-tAt&eYaJHatieA-ff*i'fb&-9*efl:leetHfoffl

tAe-pF&YisieA..ef.SeetteA-8:3-i.f.-agFeeaele-ta-tAe-&fflpleyee
eRd-supePiisOf.RATIONALE:

Aligns policy with current practice.

&:24 823
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&:24~- 8.231

S.-242- 8.232
RATIONALE:

Renumbers sections appropriately.

SECTION IX
9.3129

If expenses for professional development activities authorized
pursuant to Section 9.3122 have been paid by JWB the employee
must reimburse JWB in full should he/she terminate his/her
employment at a time less than six months after the final date
of the professional activity.

RATIONALE:

Replaces wording inadvertently omitted three years ago.

SECTION X
1 0.16

c

If an employee is absent from work for more than three days
without notifying his/her supervisor or another supervisor
within the employing unit. the employee will be considered as
having voluntarily resigned.

RATIONALE:
10.222

Adds an abandonment of position provision.

An employee may be pF&Yiae&-up-ta-1w&week5-ttme-foHowiflg
EitsFFHss~to~OffiPiete-Atst'hefjo&essigflf'Aefl+,-bl:lt-may-ee

required to leave immediately or at any time thereafter
determined by JWB.
RATIONALE:
10.237

*-~~7

If an employee is transferred to a position in a lower salary
range and his/her salary does not exceed the maximum of the
lower classification the employee will maintain current salary.
10.238

*-~~74-

10.2381

*-~~7~

10.2382

w-:~~7a

10.2383

RATIONALE:

10. 31

Clarifies redundant language.

Clarifies what happens to an employee whose position is
discontinued and is placed into a position in a lower
classification when that employee's salary falls within the
pay range of the new position. Renumbers current policy
accordingly.

c:JW.Swi~release-eA~y-dates-~#-em~ymeftt;-seJaf-y-Rtst~Fy-aflfJ
jeG-t+t~aflEW~F~assifieatiefl-ifl~se-siti:Jatiefls-w-ReFe-ihe
depaftifl~e~eyee-has-Aet-~e&e-st~&-a~r~zetiofl

l:.tfldef-#18-i*OYi sioFtS-ef.thts-seettE>fl:
All reQuests for references on any former JWB employee must be
referred to the JWB Human Resources Manager. Only information
regarding the former employee which is recorded in the
personnel folder will be given. The name. business. Questions
asked and answers given will be recorded and placed in the
folder.
ReQuests for personal references/letters of
recommendation must be reviewed by the JWB Human Resources
Manager prior to being provided to the former employee.
Actions taken inconsistent with these policies become the
individual's responsibility and do not represent an official
action of JWB.
RATIONALE:

Updates current policy to reflect current personnel law.

SECTION XII
12.51

A grievance shall first be presented by the employee to his/her
immediate supervisor within thirty (30) ~working days
of the initial or most recent occurrence giving rise to the
grievance. The supervisor shall respond in writing within
fifteen
(15) ea~af-working days of submission.

12.52

If the grievance has not been resolved to the satisfaction of
the employee he/she may, within the ten (10) ea~daf-worki ng
days following receipt of the supervisor's response, present
his/her grievance to the next level of supervision.

t
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12.53

Each succeeding level of supervision shall have up to fifteen
(15) ~afworking days to respond in writing. The
employee, if still dissatisfied with the response, may continue
to present the grievance to succeeding levels of supervision,
however, each presentation must be made within ten (1 0)
~af working days of receipt of the written response.

12.54

The Executive Director is the final administrative authority in
the grievance process. If a grievance reaches the Executive
Director level he/she shall also respond to the employee in
writing within fifteen (15) ~afworking days of receipt of
the grievance.

12.55

If the employee is dissatisfied with the disposition of the
grievance by the Executive Director he/she may, within ten (1 0)
ea~daf working days of receipt of the Executive Director's
decision, submit a written appeal to the Chairperson of JWB.
The written record shall then be submitted to each Board
member.

12.552

The members of the JWB shall render their decision within
forty-five (45) ea~def.working days or the next regularly
scheduled Board Meeting, whichever is later, if their action is
to be based on the record or within ninety (90) ea~af
working days if the action is to be based on a hearing.

12.59

If any level in the grievance process fails to act within
stated time frames, the employee may, within ten (1 0) ea~daf
working days, present his/her grievance directly to the next
level of supervision.

RATIONALE:

c

Extends the response times for grievances to a more
practical application.

Item II. C.
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dtrecto~

Ellthta V. Stanfield, Special Asst.;l.t ~

Requested Action
To adopt the attached Affirmative Action Plan which will supercede all previous plans.

Options
1.

Adopt the attached Affirmative Action Plan, which will supercede all previous
plans.

2.

Adopt selective components of the attached Affirmative Action Plan.

3.

Pursue any other action the Board deems appropriate.

• 4.

Take no action.

Recommended Action
Adopt the attached Affirmative Action Plan, which will supercede all previous
plans.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable

Fiscal Impact
None

Narrative________________________
At the September 8, 1994 meeting, the Board approved amendments to its Bylaws,
Policies, Public Policy Statements, and Funding Guidelines as part of a major review
of policy documents. The review of the Affirmative Action Plan continued that process.
Affirmative action means taking positive steps to recruit, hire, train, and promote
individuals from groups that have traditionally been discriminated against because of
race, sex, religion, and other factors.

,

The Juvenile Welfare Board's Affirmative Action Plan (See Section D of your Board
Notebook} was originally adopted in 1980 and subsequently reaffirmed by the Board.
The revision is designed to reflect JWB's continuing concern for equal opportunity and
affirmative action employment. The proposed Affirmative Action Plan revises the
current document by making it more concise, eliminating redundancies and including
current rules and regulations. It complements the Personnel Policies and Procedures
of the JWB. The major areas in the current plan which have been eliminated from the
attached document are the sections on Nepotism, Performance Evaluations, and
Adjustment of Employee Grievances. These sections are currently addressed in the
Personnel Policies and Procedures.

An addition in the proposed plan is a Complaint Procedure section. It underlines the
steps that are taken for complaints alleging unfair and/or discriminatory practices on
the basis of color, race, religion, gender, or any other factor which cannot be lawfully
used as the basis for any personnel decision.
The proposed plan is the first phase of a process to provide guidelines to achieve
equal employment opportunity. The next phase will include a review of JWB's current
workforce to determine the extent of underutilization of minorities and women and the
provision of reasonable goals and timetables to correct any underutilization. The
second phase will be completed and presented to the Board no later than June 1995.
Resource:

Walter Williams
City of St. Petersburg
West Coast Employers Association

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNfY
AFFIRMATIVE ACI10N PLAN
INrRODUCilON
The Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) of Pinellas County adopted a written Affirmative Action Plan (Plan) in
1980. This latest revision is designed to reflect JWB's continuing concern for equal opportunity and
affinnative action employment.
This Plan covers the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County, the Pinellas County License Board for
Children's Centers and Family Day Care Homes, Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas, Inc., and Marriage
and Family Counseling of Pinellas, Inc. (hereafter referred to as JWB Administration and satellite
agencies), all operating under the Personnel Policies and Practices of JWB.
This document provides guidelines to achieve equal employment opportunity for all persons and is the first
phase of the process. The next phase will include a review of JWB 's current workforce to determine the
extent of underutilization of minorities and women and the provision of reasonable goals and timetables to
correct any underutilization. The second phase of the Plan will be completed no later than June 1995.

I. POUCY STA1EMENT
The Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) of Pinellas County, declares a policy of equal opportunity and of
nondiscrimination in its employment practices and in the provision of all services to the public.
It is the policy of JWB to grant equal opportunity within the employment of the organization and to
administer all personnel actions within the organization without regard to color, race, religion, gender,
marital status, national origin, age, handicap, disability, or any other factor which cannot be lawfully used
as the basis for any personnel decisions.
In order to further the advancement of the principle of equal opportunity for all, JWB will participate in
programs advancing the cause of Equal Employment Opportunity and will refrain from dealings with
persons and establishments who do not actively seek to prevent discrimination against individuals or groups
by preventing their employment or inhibiting their advancement.
JWB resolves to comply fully with all applicable federal, state, and local laws relating to equal employment
opportunity, affirmative action, and nondiscrimination in public services.
ll. AFFIRMATIVE ACI10N
The Juvenile Welfare Board undertakes a program of affirmative action, to which good faith efforts will be
directed to:
Determine the extent to which minorities and women are utilized in major position groups.
Identify position groups in which minorities and women are underutilized.
Identify and eliminate the specific causes of such underutilization.
Identify and eliminate all employment practices which have an adverse impact on minorities, women
and others protected by applicable law and the relationship to which those practices and job
performance have not been clearly established.
Rely exclusively upon practices which are based upon merit and other valid job-related criteria.
1

Employ special recruitment efforts and other measures, to insure that sufficient numbers of minorities
and women are included in applicant pools to help reduce their underutilization.
Project goals and timetables to include estimates of the representation of minorities and women likely
to result from the operation of this Plan; and
Establish organizational structures and monitoring systems which will assure effective operation of its
goals, and means for modification of the Plan as needed.

ll. RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Ultimate responsibility for achievement of equal employment opportunity in JWB, through this Plan and
otherwise, rests with the Board of Directors of the Juvenile Welfare Board. It is expected that the Board of
Directors of the Pinellas County License Board for Children ' s Centers and Family Day Care Homes,
Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas, Inc., Marriage and Family Counseling of Pinellas, Inc., will actively
monitor the implementation and objectives of this Plan. The Executive Director of the Juvenile Welfare
Board, the Director of the Pinellas County License Board for Children's Centers and Family Day Care
Homes, the Executive Director of Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas, Inc., and the Director of Marriage
and Family Counseling of Pinellas, Inc., have the responsibility for the delivery of public services in
Pinellas County and in tum the responsibility to see that these are carried out in an equitable manner. Each
office shall exercise responsibility under this Plan within the scope of the law and utilizing the principles of
sound public administration.
Affirmative Action Office
The coordination and implementation of this Plan is assigned to the personnel office of JWB as the
Affirmative Action Office. This Office shall consist of Human Resource Manager for JWB as the
Affirmative Action Officer and such staff as deemed necessary and appropriate. The responsibilities of the
Affirmative Action Office include, but are not restricted to, the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Development of a written plan for JWB and updating of it from time to time to conform with
all applicable laws and regulations.
General direction and/or coordination of programs established under the Plan.
Collection, analysis, and proper publication of all statistical data called for in this Plan and its
guidelines for implementation.
Preparation of all government reports required with regard to equal employment opportunity
in JWB and to the operations of this Plan.
Assistance to agency/department heads and supervisors who need technical advice or
administrative support in meeting their responsibilities under this Plan and under applicable
equal employment opportunity laws and regulations generally.
Establishment and maintenance of a current list of organizations capable of prcxlucing
qualified minority and women applicants for employment by JWB.
Annual review of employment practices in JWB of such related documents as job
descriptions, application forms, job announcements, etc., to help assure that any such
practices which may be discriminatory are eliminated or modified.
Assistance to responsible personnel in the hiring units in development of affirmative hiring
programs to help achieve their goals under this Plan.
Preparation of a quarterly Affirmative Action Report on JWB Administration and satellite
agencies.

The Human Resource Manager for JWB is responsible under this Plan to take the following actions in
conjunction with the responsibilities as Affirmative Action Officer.
Conduct preliminary evaluations for all applicants applying for open positions and make referrals to
the appropriate departments, of JWB administration and satellite agencies.
2

Develop and maintain all personnel directives in a manner that is consistent with applicable laws and
regulations and this Plan.
Periodically review JWB 's compensation system, benefits, packages, leave policies, training and
career development programs, and other employment practices, to assure that all such practices
conform with current legal and regulatory requirements and the provisions of this Plan.
Maintain all central personn~l records for the JWB Administration and satellite agencies.
Establish and maintain a JWB approved Pay and Classification Plan for the JWB Administration and
satellite agencies in a manner that is consistent with applicable laws and regulations and this Plan.
Establish and maintain a JWB approved performance evaluation programs that are consistent with
applicable laws and regulations and this Plan. Periodically review the performance evaluation to
assure that it is job-related.

IV. UTll..IZATION ANALYSIS
In compliance with applicable government regulations, the Affirmative Action Office of JWB will conduct
a utilization analysis.
This analysis will be conducted to determine on a departmental and agency basis the extent to which
minority group members and women have been employed in major occupational categories at rates which
are consistent with their availability in the Pinellas County population.
Availability will be based on the presence of minorities, women, and others who are qualified for
employment in each occupational category, under criteria which are validly related to job performance in
each job category covered by the analysis.

V. AFFIRMATIVE RECRUITMENT
JWB recognizes that preferential hiring on the basis of minority status or sex would be unlawful, even as a
means of addressing underutilization of minorities or women, except as a numerical remedy ordered by a
court.
Accordingly, the JWB, through the Personnel Department, undertakes a vigorous program of affirmative
recruitment for minorities in all job categories in which they are found to have been underutilized.
JWB's recruitment program will include, but not be limited to, the following specific actions:
Development of search strategies for qualified minorities and women for executive level
appointments;
Written affirmative recruitment plan;
Open posting of vacancy announcements;
Broad public announcement of vacancies;
Use of media and organizational sources specializing in recruitment and referral of minority and
women applicants;
Recruitment at minority and women's colleges and universities.
All recruitment will include the phrase, "an equal opportunity employer."
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VI. CAREER DEVELOPMENT
To assure that minorities and women are given access, affirmatively, to all positions and all lines of
progression within the JWB Administration and satellite agencies, the following policies and practices shall
apply:
Initial referrals for job interviews in agencies/departments will be made with deliberate
consideration of affirmative action goals, under procedures developed by the Human Resource
Manager of JWB, as the Affirmative Action Officer. All persons directly involved in the evaluation
process and in decisions regarding assignments will be given specific orientation concerning this
policy.
All employees are encouraged to apply, through transfer or promotion, for higher or more favorable
(from a career perspective) positions in JWB, as provided in applicable personnel rules.
All employees who apply and are not selected for such positions will be so informed in writing by
the selecting official.
The Affirmative Action Officer will assure that classifications will be job related and after careful
job analysis shall not include discriminatory factors. All existing specifications as well as new
specifications will be reviewed, evaluated, and revised as needed to insure that discriminatory
restrictions are deleted. The qualifications required will be the minimum needed for entrance into a
classification. An equivalent of training and experience may be substituted for the necessary
minimum qualifications.
Particular attention will be given to upward mobility and promotional opportunities for minorities
and women, in accordance with the results of the Utilization Analysis.
Vll. COMPENSATION REVIEW
The Juvenile Welfare Board is committed to the principle, consistent with law and governmental policy,
that individual employees should be compensated according to the value of their work, without
discrimination on the basis of sex, minority status, or other factors not related to that value.
VIII. MONITORING PERFORMANCE
Under procedures developed by the Personnel Department, information will be made available which will
permit the maintenance of at least the following records in support of this Plan.
Applicant flow, by race and sex (based on voluntary reporting), and source of applicants (e.g.
respond to vacancy announcements, word-of-mouth, advertising in newspapers, etc.).
Hires by race and sex.
Initial placement after hired, agency to which assigned, position and salary, by race and sex.
Transfers and promotions, by race and sex; position and agency/department from which transferred
or promoted and position and agency/department to which transferred or promoted.
Voluntary and involuntary termination by race and sex; type of termination and reason thereof.
The Affirmative Action Office shall provide a quarterly Affirmative Action Report to JWB.
Annual reviews will be conducted on the Plan for the purpose of evaluating overall progress and
revisions of the Plan when necessary. Results will be reported to JWB.
Annual Equal Employment Opportunity (EE0-4) reports will be compiled and submitted to the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission in accordance with mandatory Equal Employment
Opportunity Guidelines by the Affirmative Action Office.
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IX. COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
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The Affirmative Action Officer deals directly with complaints alleging unfair and/or discriminatory
practices on the basis of color, race, religion, gender, marital status, national origin, age, handicap, disability
or any other factor which cannot be lawfully used as the basis for any personnel decisions.
Employees and applicants may me Affirmative Action complaints with the Affirmative Action Office.
Once a complaint is made, the complainant is advised of their right to pursue the matter with an appropriate
outside agency. The JWB Executive Director will be informed an Affirmative Action complaint has been
flied. The Affirmative Action Officer will conduct an investigation by interviewing the employee or
applicant submitting the complaint, their witnesses, the supervisory personnel, along with any other persons
or employees involved and all relevant documents.
If the preliminary investigation indicates that no unfair treatment or discrimination occurred, the employee
is called in for an explanation of the facts.
If the preliminary investigation indicates that discrimination may have occurred, the agency/department
head will settle the matter as promptly as possible. If the agency/department head is uncooperative in either
the investigation or the settlement, the Affirmative Action Officer will make a report and a recommendation
to the JWB Executive Director.
If all efforts to achieve conciliation fail, the complainant is again advised of his or her right to pursue the
matter with an appropriate outside agency.

The flling of a complaint shall not in any way influence the actions of the employee's supervisor toward the
employee who is filing the complaint.
If the complaint is filed with an outside agency, the Affirmative Action Officer will cooperate with the
agency to insure a fair and impartial investigation.

X. DISSEMINATION OF TilE PLAN
This Plan, including its guidelines for implementation and supporting data is a public document, and will be
available for public view in the JWB Library. The Affirmative Action Office will provide copies, upon
request. Copy cost will be borne by the recipient.
·
A copy of the Plan will be given to each employee. New employees will receive a copy as they are hired.
Additional steps will be taken from time to time as deemed necessary by the Affirmative Action Office.
Such steps will include:

c

An orientation session for all supervisory personnel regarding the provisions of this Plan, applicable
regulations and Equal Employment Opportunity law.
Update sessions concerning changes to this Plan.
Informing all employees of their rights and obligations under this Plan.
Posting the Policy Statement on employee bulletin boards.
Including the Plan in the Board's Policy Manual.
Communicating to prospective employees the existence of JWB 's affirmative action posture by
identification of JWB as an equal employment opportunity employer in all recruiting
advertisements and application forms, and by posting the Policy Statement in areas where
applicants apply for employment.
Informing each recruiting source in writing that JWB is an Equal Opportunity Employer and
requests their assistance in referring qualified applicants.
5
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Item II.D
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

Stephanie w. Judd, Director, P~Tm. and Flna.

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto"llo..l\

•
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,_...~
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V

Requested Action
Headstart Child Development and Family Services, Inc. (Headstart} requests that
the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB} receive $70,000 from Headstart in support of
the relocation of Headstart to the Juvenile Welfare Board Offices to be located at
6698 68th Avenue North, Pinellas Park, and that JWB agrees to pay expenses,
totalling no more than $70,000, related to moving costs, furniture acquisition, and
building retrofitting expenses for Headstart in accordance with JWB purchasing
policies. It is requested that this action be retroactive to December 16, 1994.

Options
1.a. Receive $70,000 from Headstart Child Development and Family Services
Inc. in support of the relocation of Headstart to the Juvenile Welfare Board
Offices to be located at 6698 68th Avenue North, Pinellas Park effective
December 16, 1994.
1.b. Allocate $70,000 to the Non-Operating BudQet, Building Reserve, to pay
expenses related to moving costs, furniture acquisition, and building retrofitting for
Headstart in accordance with JWB purchasing policies effective December 16,
1994.
2. Deny the request.

Recommended Action
1.a. Receive $70,000 from Headstart Child Development and Family
Services Inc. In support of the relocation of Headstart to the Juvenile
Welfare Board Offices to be located at 6698 68th Avenue North, Pinellas
Park effective December 16, 1994.
1.b. Allocate $70,000 to the Non-Operating Budget, Building Reserve, to pay
expenses related to moving costs, furniture acquisition, and building
retrofitting for Headstart In accordance with JWB purchasing policies
effective December 16, 1994.

Source of JWB Funds
Not Applicable

Fiscal Impact
This action will increase the Miscellaneous Revenue Budget by $70,000 from
$438,401 to $508,401 and increase the Non-Operating Budget, Building Reserve

from $1 ,921 ,833 to $1 ,991 ,833. The total Operating Budget for FY 1994-95 will
increase from $27,362,990 to $27,432,990.

Narrative_______________________
In December, 1994, Headstart Child Development and Family Services, Inc.
notified JWB that monies available to support expenses associated with the
relocation of Headstart Offices to the JWB Office to be located at 6698 68th
Avenue North, Pinellas Park had to be expended or contractually obligated no
later than December 31 , 1994, or the money would revert to the Federal
government. Since negotiations concerning the purchase of the building were still
pending at the time of this notification , a contract was developed between
Headstart and JWB specifying that Headstart agrees to pay JWB $70,000 to
support expenses related to moving costs, furniture acquisition, and building
retrofitting for Headstart. JWB agrees to pay expenses, totalling no greater than
$70,000, for these items in accordance with JWB purchasing policies. This
contract allows Headstart to have necessary monies available at the time of the
actual relocation rather than losing the money back to the Federal government.
This contract was reviewed and approved by JWB legal counsel.
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Item II.E.
Regular Meeting 1/12195

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfllre Board Members

FROM:

- E . Mills, E - Dl.w. Judd, Dnctor of

Stephan~

•

-J\ra Flnancep~\)
,;.t,;.

Requested Action
The Bethel Community Baptist Church - St. Petersburg Black History Pageant requests FY
1994-95 funding in the amount of $5,000.

Options
1. Allocate $5,000 to Bethel Community Baptist Church for the St. Petersburg Black
History Pageant in FY 1994-95.
2. Deny the request.
3. Other action as the Board may deem appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Allocate $5,000 to Bethel Community Baptist Church for the St. Petersburg Black
History Pageant In FY 1994-95.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional Fund

Fiscal Impact
The FY 1994-95 Transitional Fund will be reduced from $616,476 to $611 ,476.

NanaHv•----------------------------------~~----------The St. PetersbUrg Black History Pageant is a major annual event in the African-American
community in South St. Petersburg. The Pageant has been presented since 1974 and
JWB has helped with fundin~ for the 1993 and 1994 pageants. The 1995 pi!geant will be
the 16th performance and Will be held on February 5, 1995 at the Mahaffey Theater.
Since its original production, the pageant has provided opportunities for approximately 500
African-American youth to develop and present their theatrical and creative talents. This
pageant developed out of a recognition that African-American youth in St. Petersburg had
few opportunities to participate in plays and other theatrical productions within a school
setting. Many African-American youth live far away from the schools they attend and the
lack of parental transportation prevents their partiCipation in extra-curricular activities.

The Black History Pageant is an unusual cultural and enrichment program. A new Pageant
script is written annually by Ms. Pe~gy M. Peterman, columnist for the St. Petersburg
Times. The Black History Pageant IS the only production of its kind in the Tampa Bay area.
The Pageant uses the format of a play to tell the story of the African-American expenence
and contributions. Each year the Pageant has a different theme and a new play to depict
the history of African-Americans. Last year the pageant drew an audience of 1,200. In
1992-93 the theme was "The Invisible Soldier" portraying the contributions of Africans and
African-Americans in the military. In 1993-94 the theme was "We Still Dance" portraying
the talents of African-Americans in the performing arts and demonstrating that
African-Americans have "danced" through hardships and oppression, joyful times and
disappointments, both figuratively and literally. In 1994-95 the theme IS "Soweto to Selma"
portraying the contributions of Africans and African-Americans in the struggle for human
and C1vil ~ights in Africa and in the United States. The pageant will illustrate that against
seeminQIY insurmountable odds, African-Americans have survived and that this current
generat1on will be able to do the same. They will be able to rise above feelings of
hopelessness, drugs, poverty, and violence.
The development of the pageant is a six-month process which actively involves
approximately 50 grade school through high school children and their families in a rigorous
schedule of immersion in African-American Culture, rehearsals, family activities, and other
types of activities, such as a field trip to the Museum of Fine Arts to v1ew the recent
African-American and other art exhibits. Over the years it has developed a positive
behavioral structure to reinforce concepts of personal and community responsibility.
Parents and other members of the African-American community contribute significant time
and talent to the organization and supervision and support of the eventual presentation of
the pageant. The full pageant is presented only once, but in the past pieces of the pageant
have been presented m other community settings.
The total budget for this year's pageant is $22,875. The revenue for the pageant consists
of $3,825 in cash contributions and $14,050 of in-kind space and staff services for a total of
$17,875. The remaining $5,000 are being requested from JWB. (The $3,000 rental cost of
the Mahaffey Theater is covered by $1,500 in cash contributions from the community and
by a $1,500 allocation by the City of St. Petersburg directly to the Mahaffey Theater.) The
proposed $5,000 JWB allocation will provide $700 towards the cost of contractual art1sts,
$300 for accounting and audit, $700 for a portion of the space costs at Bethel Community
Baptist Church, and $3,300 in operating supplie~.

Staff Resource Persons:

Dorothy Jennings
Michael Schmidt

___ ___
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Action

Item II.F.

Regular Meeting 2109/95

.

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlractoll!._ L .. ~
~
Stephanie w. Judd, Director, Pro*'• and Flnancer- ~

Requested Action
Authorize the receipt of $16,800 from the Ounce of Prevention Fund of Florida in
support of the development of the Asian Family and Community Empowerment
(FACE) planning grant and modify the Asian FACE contract to mclude this
additional money.
·

Options
1. a. Authorize the receipt of $16,800 from the Ounce of Prevention

Fund of Florida in support of the development of the Asian Family and
Community Empowerment (FACE) planning grant.

b. Modify the current contract with Asian Famil}' and Community
Empowerment to Include the $16,800 from the Ounce of Prevention Fund of
Florida.
2. Deny the request.

Recommended Action
1. a. Authorize the receipt of $16,800 from the Ounce of Prevention
Fund of Florida In support of the development of the Asian Family and
Community Empowerment (FACE) planning grant.
b. Modify the current contract with Asian Family and Community
Empowerment to Include the $16,800 from the Ounce of Preventlon
Fund of Florida.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
Intergovernmental Revenues for FY 1994-95 will increase from $596,847 to
$613,647. The ProQram Budget will increase from $21,650,862 to $21,667,662.

C:

The allocation to As1an Family and Community Empowerment will increase from
$16,800 to $33,600.

Nanative_______________________________________
In December 1994, JWB was contacted the Ounce of Prevention Fund of Florida
regarding a grant application the organization received from Asian FACE. That

application was in response to an RFP for local community initiatives. Asian
FACE requested funds for a Neighborhood Family Center. The Ounce of
Prevention Fund identified that the JWB had allocated up to $16,800 to Asian
FACE for a planning grant and decided to coordinate their efforts with JWB.
A meeting was held between JWB staff, the Ounce of Prevention Fund staff, and
representatives of Asian FACE to discuss appropriate methods of collaboration. It
was determined that it would be most efficient to utilize JWB as fiscal agent for the
Ounce of Prevention funding in order to minimize the reporting and fiscal
responsibilities of Asian FACE. Other program elements have been similarly
coordinated.
Staff Resource Person:

Ellthlo Stanfield
GaryCernan
Mary Romanik

...
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Item II.F
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
y
Browning Spence, Director, Commu lty Services~
Judy A. Hall, Director, Research &
velopment

•

DI1'8Cto~

Cent~

Requested AcHon
1. The Research & Development Center requests the transfer of $8,000 in FY 94-95 and
$12,000 budgeted in FY 95-96 (subject to the TRIM process) to support the development of a
model for assessing social service systems.
2. Select either the substance abuse education and prevention system or the child care
system as the system to which to apply the model.

OpHons
1. Approve the request for this transfer and select the system to which the model should be
applied.
2. Do not approve the transfer or make a selection.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Approve the transfer of $8,000 from Research and Demonstration -Unallocated
Funds to the Research & Development Center for FY 94-95 and budget $12,000 for FY
95-96 (subject to the TRIM process)to support the development of a model for
assessing social service systems.
2. Select either the substance abuse education and prevention system or the child
care system as the system to be used to apply that model.

Source of JWB Funds
Research and Demonstration - Unallocated Funds

Fiscal Impact
Research and Demonstration- Unallocated Funds will be reduced by $8,000 from $58,000
to $50,000 in FY 94-95, and the Research & Development Center budget will be increased
from $330,329 to $338,329. In FY 95-96, $12,000 will be budgeted in the Research &
Development Center - Administration for this project.

NanaHv•------------------------------------------------At the December Juvenile Welfare Board Meeting, the R&D Center requested the transfer
of $20,000 to support the development of a model for assessing social service systems.
The idea for this project grew out of a discussion between JWB and the United Way. This
project would be a research activity totally supervised by R&D Center staff using additional
consultants/interns and data entry assistance. The Board considered the transfer but did
not authorize it. Instead, the Board requested that the R&D Center add more detail to this
request and return it to the January Board Meeting.
Originally, the child care system was designated as the system to which the model could be
applied. However, because the Drug Prevalence Survey results have resulted in much
discussion by this Board and other community groups, the Board may wish to substitute the
substance abuse education and prevention system, a subsystem of the larger substance
abuse system for the trial. The development of a model to assess either of these systems
would have immediate application for the county.
When communities are concerned about issues, they frequently undertake a systematic
needs assessment to understand the scope of the problems, what is currently being done
about them, measure the deficit in needed services, and then sometimes develop a plan to
address them. Seldom, if ever, is the same systematic address to the relevant service
delivery system undertaken to support that plan. Developing a model for assessing the
social service system looks at the system put in place to address certain of those identified
problems. Is what is being done really addressing the problem in an effective and efficient
manner? What else could or should be done, etc.?
The attached strategy for developing a social system design model proposes a policy level
leadership group to oversee the process, set parameters and review the results. Initially,
the group will be made up of the entities wanting to develop this model; JWB and United
Way plus any key resource persons would begin the model development process. That
small group would, in turn, identify other key entities (i.e., commumty leaders, organized
consumer groups, standards or licensing bodies, etc.) to be included. The group would
vary according to which system the Board chooses to assess. Providers would have to
play a key role in providing and interpreting data for the system under study.
If the Board chooses the substance abuse prevention system as the focus of applyin~ the
model, the development of an assessment model would be undertaken concurrent With a
community strategy that will follow the series of community meetings and workshops
planned around the drug prevalence survey results. Some of the activities around the drug
prevalence survey results could possibly be used as part of the system assessment modeL
However, the time frame for developing such a model is likely to be longer than is practical
for a community response to drug prevalence among youth.
If the Board chooses the child care system, the assessment would support and complement
the work of the Success by Six project which includes child care as a major focus.
JWB staff have done a preliminary review of selected system evaluation studies and
strategies. At this time, we have not identified "ready made" models for undertaking such a
system assessment and propose to build upon what we know that others have done or are

'

currently doing. However, the proposed outline that follows is designed to be applied to any
system the Board designates. The specific methodology to be used within the general
framework will vary according to the nature of the system selected and the intended use of
the information to be obtained from the study. It is anticipated that the development of such
a model would take between 12-18 months to complete.
The United Way has been contacted about participating in this project with us. We
anticipate that it will be able to serve on the Policy Level Leadership Group overseeing the
project and also provide some in-kind support as outlined in Attachment.
The $20,000 would be used as follows: intern (1/2 time for up to 18 months) up to
approximately $16,000; consultants with specialized expertise in the area identified or in
system assessment, approximately $4,000.
Staff Resource Person:

Judy Hall
Judith Kugler

DRAFT

12/28/94
PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A SOCIAL SYSTEM DESIGN MODEL
I.

Policy level leadership group defines parameters
A.
Use group facilitation technique such as brainstorming excersise, TQM, nominal group
technique (use facilitator with system planning, TQM, group facilitation expertise)
1.
Describe target sub-system
a.
What type of services are offered 1 Who is offering them?
b.
What is the desired outcome of services?
c.
Who is intended to benefit?
(1)
primary target
(2)
secondary beneficiaries
2.
Describe the relevant environment
a.
What other sub-systems are directly related to this one?
b.
What external factors (policy, regulation, funding, economic climate,
media influence, social change, etc) have significant change on this subsystem?
c.
Is this system relatively stable or relatively dynamic? Are changes more
influenced by internal or external factors?
3.
Define scope of evaluation
a.
What types of questions are to be answered ? (examples follow)
(1)
Are the outcomes as expected/desired?
(2)
Is the intended population reached?
(3)
Are resources used efficiently?
(4)
Is there excess capacity or a capacity deficit in the system?
(5)
Are consumers satisfied?
(6)
What are the organizational and strucural characteristics of the
system?
(7)
What coordination and linkages exist?
(8)
What kinds of changes are needed?
(9)
Are there external factors which limit effectiveness?
(10) What opportunities are underutilized?
(11) What threats/barriers are not being addressed?
(12) Are the service strategies employed related to the developmental
stages of the target population?
(13) Do the strategies build upon or reinforce each other?
(14) Other?

.•'
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(evaluation scope, cont.)
b.

ll.

m.

How will the evaluation results be used? (examples)
( 1)
Resource allocation decisions
(2)
policy change decisions
(3)
system change decisions
c.
How will the evaluation results be disseminated?
4.
What principles or best practices should guide service delivery in this system?
L
What standards are commonly used in the system?
b.
Is there a need for fmther definition or acceptance of quality indicators to
guide this effort?
Policy level charge to staff
A.
Designate work group or concept team and staff resources to facilitate information
gathering activities.
B.
Identify other policy level stakeholders who should be asked for input.

Information gathering (conducted by staff and work group relative to parameters defined above)
A.
Literature search
1.
Have any similar evaluations have been done?
2.
Identify relevant concepts, models and techniques in system evaluation research.
Sources of relevant data
B.
1.
Are there existing surveys or on-going data archives relevant to this system?
L
local
b.
state or national
2.
What additional types of information are needed to answer the evaluation
questions defined in Step I.?
C.
Identification of related stakeholder organizations and representatives
1.
What other JWB and community initiatives are targeted at this system or might
impact outcomes in this system?
2.
What groups or individuals share an interest in system activities and outcomes?
3.
What groups or individuals have specialized knowledge to answer evaluation
questions identified in Step I?
4.
What stakeholders may wish to participate in or support expanded information
gathering efforts, if needed?
S.
What existing structures, organizations and interest groups might be utilized to
facilitate this evaluation effort?

IV.

Results of information gathering summarized and presented to Policy level with
proposed evaluation design.
A.
Specific sources of information and investigative methodology proposed for
each evaluation question
1.
time frames and activities defined
2.
resource needs updated
3.
methods may include surveys, focus groups and analysis of shared data
sources.
B.
Additional issues identified, with recommendations for follow up.
C.
Quality indicators or measurable objectives identified for each evaluation
question based on principles identified by policy level and additional indicators
identified through information gathering.
D.
Feedback loop for identifying, documenting and implementing changes in
methodology.

V.

Approved evaluation design implemented. Evaluation process and modifications
documented for further analysis.

VI.

Results summarized and reported to Policy level.
A.
Findings and recommendations regarding target system
B.
Findings and recommendations regarding evaluation process.
1.
Did the evaluation answer evaluation questions?
2.
How intrusive was the methodology?
3.
Did the implementation of the evaluation have an impact on system
coordination?
4.
Were evaluation activities completed within timeframes and budget?
5.
other?
C.
Evaluation model revised for further application.

Vll.

Resources needed
A.
Expert facilitators - consultation fees
B.
Graduate assistant - half time intern devoted to project
C.
Program Consultant from R&D to provide oversight (10 % time)
D.
Guidance of R&D Director, technical assistance of other R&D staff (data
analysis, mapping, presentation materials, etc)
E.
supplies for public meetings (to be provided as in-kind from United Way)
F.
office supplies, postage, printing (to be provided as in-kind from United Way)
G.
Administrative support to prepare surveys, assist with data entry, send out
mailings, arrange meeting space, etc. (shared project with in-kind support from
United Way)
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Item II.G
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
H. Browning Spence, Director, eomlnunlty Services~
Judy Hall, Director, Research & Development Cente~

•

Director~

Requested Action
The Institute for At-Risk Infants, Children and Youth and Their Families at USF is requesting
that JWB modify its partnership role on its grant funded by the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to establish a Community Outreach Partnership
Center (COPC) housed at the University of South Florida. JWB would provide up to $25,000
to USF for the salary and fringe benefits annually for a Community Facilitator in Tarpon
Springs for FY94-95 and FY95-96 (subject to the TRIM process).

Options
1.

a. Approve JWB's modified partnership with the Institute for At-Risk Infants, Children
and Youth and Their Families in its federal grant for a USF Community Outreach
Partnership Center.
b. Allocate up to $25,000 to USF annually for both FY 94-95 and FY 95-96 (subject
to the TRIM process) for the salary and fnnge benefits of a Community Facilitator in
Tarpon Springs.

2.

Do not approve JWB's modified partnership with Institute for At-Risk Infants, Children
and Youth and Their Families.

3.

Any other action the Board wishes to take.

Recommended Action
1.
2.

a. Approve JWB's modified partnership with the Institute for At-Risk Infants,
Children and Youth and Their Families In Its federal grant for a USF Community
Outreach Partnership Center.
b. Allocate up to $25,000 to USF annually for both FY 94-95 and FY 95-96
(subJect to the TRIM process) for the salary and fringe benefits of a Community
Faclfltator In Tarpon Springs.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional Funds

-.

'

,
Fiscal Impact
Transitional Funds would be reduced by $25,000 from $611,476 to $586,476 in FY94-95,
and $25,000 will be budgeted in Research and Demonstration Funds- Allocated in
FY95-96 (subject to the TRIM process).

NanaHv•------------------------------------------------~
In April, 1994, the USF Institute of Government responded to an RFP from the US
Department of Housin~ and Urban Development (HUD). The RFP sought to develop
cooperative relationships between USF, the private sector, government and local
communities to provide technical assistance with economic development, improving
housing, social services and community infrastructure. The Institute proposed to apply for
this funding to work in four communities: Tarpon Springs, a neighborhood northeast of the
university campus in Hillsborough County, a neighborhood in east Tampa, and Florence
Villa in Winter Haven.
The Institute asked JWB to be a partner in serving the community in Tarpon Springs since
both the Institute as well as JWB already were involved in services within that community.
The Juvenile Welfare Board approved the partnership and planned to provide up to $11,861
for a 25% match for a Community Facilitator's salary, fringe benefits and related expenses
in Tarpon Springs at an Executive Committee Meeting on March 31, 1994 and confirmed at
the Regular Meeting on April14, 1994.
In August, 1994, USF was notified by HUD that the grant was awarded. Subsequently,
USF and HUD entered into negotiations concerning the amount of the grant award. In
December, 1994, USF received the final amount of the federal award, a maximum of
$580,000 over the two year grant period. This amount represents a shortfall of $165,417
from the proposal. To accomplish the objectives in Tarpon Springs, USF requests that
JWB provide up to $25,000 annually for two years to provide salary and fringe benefits for a
Community Facilitator. JWB will interview and recommend candidates for the position.
This individual will be a joint appointment: an employee of USF and under supervision by
the Project Director for the grant while housed at the CAP Center and provided
consultation, technical assistance as needed, joint information sharing and coordination by
JWB. In addition, JWB will have a representative serving on the Project Advisory
Committee providing direction and oversight Having this individual regularly collaboratinQ
and sharing information with JWB and involved with JWB staff will serve to continue to bUild
the JWB capacity to undertake and implement neighborhood initiatives.
Other organizations which have made a commitment of cash or in-kind support to this grant
Include: Hillsborough Children's Board, GTE, Florida Department of Community Affairs,
Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security and the Enterprise Corporation of
Tampa Bay.
In consultation with HUD, USF's Dr. Je~ Lieberman, Project Director, and this grant are
moving from the Institute of Government tn the College of Arts and Sciences to the Institute
for At-Risk Infants, Children and Youth and Their Families in the College of Education at
USF.

1.--------------~---------------------.~~------------------------------~--
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The USF team will consist of USF faculty representatives from a number of disciplines and
departments including Maternal and Child Health, Criminology, Florida Mental Health
Institute, College of Public Health, Center for Urban Transportation, Florida Center for
Community DesiQn and Research. JWB recognizes that the use of a team approach by
USF in partnershtp with JWB can positively impact the lives of children and families, further
JWB's establishment of ongoing relationships with institutions of hif;lher learning and is
consistent with the Neighborhood and Community Development l01tjatjye 1991-1996
Implementation Plan.
JWB has already made a substantial commitment to the Tarpon Springs community with
several grants to Citizen's Alliance for Progress to develop and operate a Neighborhood
Family Center, recognizing that children, families, neighborhoods and communities are
interrelated and each affects the others. As economic development occurs and housing
and neighborhood infrastructure are improved, the families and children in these
communities benefit.
Staff Resource Person:

Judy Hall
Mary Romanik

'•

ATIACHMENT 1

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION- COMMUNITY FACILITATOR

The Community Facilitator will be spending 100% of his/her time Implementing the activities outlined
in the work plan with the assistance of the coordinators. faculty and staff of the project. Each will
have joint appointments with the FCOPC and a community organization In the neighborhood.
Responsibilities will Include working closely with faculty field liaisons and the neighborhood
organization to ensure communication between the university and the resident. He/she will monitor
on a doily basis the implementation of services to residents and recommend appropriate changes
to programs as needed. provide technical assistance to neighborhood groups and assist in the
development of the strategic plan that addresses both the human services and economic needs of
the residents.
Note: A specific job description will be developed for each of the Community Facilitators In each of
the areas served which relates to the activities to be carried out In those areas.

•
r
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ATTAC HME NT 2

FLOR IDA COMMUNIT Y OJ TREAC H ?~ ~ TN £~ S H t ~
ACTIVITIES FOR TARPON SPRINGS

The FCOPC in th: Ta.rpon Springs neighborhooct in conjunction '9with the Citizen's
Alliance for Prosress (neighborhood bAset! L"1d controlled aacncy). the Juvenile Welfare Board of
PineUas County (principal proaram Nndina source for comprehensive family social services). the
City's Community Development Depmment (conduit f'or plannins and committins cf federai
HUD COBG dollars to the nciJhborhood for inbswc:ture improvements) and the Hl.TO fUnded
and locally administered Public Housina Aaency (where a sianificant m.amber of the
neishborhood's most at·risk citizens wi1J.reside) will begin.
1

Oraa:1izir.a a local employer Job Development Proaram whic.'l will include the USF Center
for Economic Manaaemcn! and Research at che Small Business Oe-.·eloprr.e:n Center and
businesses already contacted by USF which have indicated existina and projected
employment opportunities in manufllc:turins for slriJled and semi-skilled workers. as well as
health providers. with wages stanins at i 5oe/o above the minimum wage. Also included in
this proarazn ~ill be the Job Ser.·ice of Florida. and Project Independence (riorida
Department of Labor and Security).

2

Leveraae federal dollars with the help of the Florida Depa:tment of Labor and Security
(OLES) wm be used to establish a network ofneishborhood workforce se~ces to help
~uild an economic base and enhance access to employment related services in Tarpon
Springs. OLES will pr.,vide site kiosks to aft'ord ~stomers current job listings information
and summaries of all departmental r

3

Assist in the design and implementation, within the Citizen's Alliance for Progress. of a fillt
service one·Stop shopping employment counseling. career developme::t. community
outteac.'l job development trainina program to match employment opportunities in the city
and nearby, with unemployed and underemployed neiahborhood residents This will
in-.olve existing service providers. with employers and prospective employees through a
locally integrat~d collaborative support system to eft'ectively reduce neighborhood
unemployment.
Enhance the existin& Neighborhood Farm1y Center in conjunction with CAP and the
Juvenile Welfare Board ofPinellas County. AdditioD&l components already planned by
CAP and JWB include case manaaement and drop-in child care. Further prosram activities
may be added or developed based upon the assessment of neighborhood needs. USF
persoMel ftom the Colle,~ ofPub!ic Health. Department ofPediauics. and the Institute
for At-Risk Infants. Children & Youth and Their Families will provide technical assistance
&r.d ttainin& in the development of a "one-stop shoppinj" model for f&rT"Jly HJ"\iCeS

3
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Customize a trairting proaram through the Small Business Development Center which will
provide assistance to existir.g small business owners u well u provide the necessary tools
to individuals c:onsiderina startina their own businesses by assisting them in research.
planning. orpniz.ation, and Start-up mechanics to evolve each of their ideas into
enterprises.

6

Review, with the aid of the Florida Center for Community Design and Research, an
analysis of existing inftutru.:ture, housing stock. builc!ina stock. and public facilities in
Tarpon Springs looking for indicators of clements that contribute to community quality of
life.

7

Provide on-going workshops with sta1!, trustees and other residents of the nei&hborhood
to familiarize them with activities in other communities where Empowerment Zones and
Enterprise Communities are succ:essrully rooted and sisnificam social and economic
milestones have been achieved and continue.

I

lte\oiew, with a de~ailed assessment and set or recommendations. the services. staffing and
effectiveness of the oraanization. ma.nagemcm and monitorina done by the Citizens
Alliance for Progress (CAP) and its fUnded and volunteer programs. Emphasis will be on
a working draft of a holis:ic case management system with a proact:Ve community
outreach component that reaches every family at risk.

9a.

Identift transportation needs ofre~idents i.tt Tarpon Springs, with the aid ofUSFs Center
for Urban Transponation Re:;e:1rch (CUTR.). by reviewing trL,s~onation info:mation.
and examinina the c:urrer.t trar.sit ser'toice. potentia.! solutions. and the feasibility of a
reverse c:ommutir.s progra:r.. CLIR w;u then develop an action plan based on its findings
and identify p~tential lUndin& resources.

10

RC\iew and make recomt:':endations on Tarj:>on schools ofs:udent progress and volunteer
recruitment system to improve dropout prevention of &!•risk students.

..; ·

Item II. H.
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

Action
To:

Juvenile WeHare Board

From:

......... E. MIUs, Executive

Dlrecto~

Requested Action
The Pinellas Healthy Start Coalition has requested that JWB provide up to $25,000 in
cash match to support a statewide, collaborative social marketing project. The Healthy
Start Coalition is taking the lead in involving other statewide and local agencies in this
effort. The lead administrative and programmatic agency will be Healthy Start Pinellas.
The total grant is for a four track campaign development project totaling $200,000 to be
matched equally (or more) by the applicant agency. Each track is funded at $50,000.
The Juvenile Welfare Board is now being asked to support the Early
Intervention/Parenting/Young Child Development portion. In December the JWB was
asked to provide $40,000 match to be distnbuted among the three tracks for which a
submission was planned. Discussions between Healthy Start and JWB staff id~ntified the
Early lntervention?Parenting component as most consistent with the current JWB
activities. This is phase one of a two-phase process, the first being the development and
pretesting of marketing and educational tools. The second stage is one of
Implementation in 1996. Funding for this project comes from Florida Developmental
Disabilities Council and Ounce of Prevention. The process is being managed by the
University of South Florida College of Public Health. Submission date is January 17.
Healthy Start is providing cash match for other portions of its application from its
resources.
Strengths of this proposal include:

1. Materials to be developed are relevant to and consistent with JWB target
populations and prevention and early intervention strategies. The portion for which
match is requested is the most relevant to JWB activities.
2. The products and strategies requested in the proposal are well researched and
consistent with the articulated research base.
3. Some of the original focus group work was done in Pinellas County and pretesting of
materials developed will also take place in Pinellas County.
4. There is a degree of compatibility with the objectives of the Teen Self-Sufficiency
Task Force.
Concerns regarding this proposal indude:

1. The project is a developmental project and there is no state commitment to resources
for implementation.
2. The ownership and availability of products developed will rest with the State of Florida
and the copyright held by the Department of State. The availability and
circumstances under wh1ch they might be disseminated are unclear.
3. This is a statewide project but there are no significant resources coming from any part
of the state other than Pinellas County.
4. The request is hiQhly proscriptive and does not readily lend itself to a great deal of
creativity or tailonng of the desired product prior to the pretesting.

While the overall design and intent of the project has significant merit, the staff's concern
about resources for implementation, subsequent product ownership and availability and the
disproportionate level of support of a statewide project from Pinellas County prevent a formal
endorsement by staff. In the belief that the Board might wish to directly review this matter
and its policy implications, it has been added to the agenda. Connie Smith will present the
proposal on behalf of the Pinellas Healthy Start Coalition.
Should the Board decide to provide support to the program at the requested amount or some
other level as requested, the staff recommends that the following special conditions be
attached:
1. Any JWB funding be conditional upon the Healthy Start board making a commitment
of its cash resources to Pinellas County implementation activities in 1996 in an
amount of approximately $40,000. (Healthy Start Pinellas staff has indicated their
commitment to recommending such action at its 1/18/95 Board meeting).
2. A satisfactory letter of commitment and/or legal opinion from the appropriate state
agency be received assuring the availability of products developed without
unreasonable restrictions due to copyright.
3. Requests for financial support for implementation activity will not be considered in
1996.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional

Fiscal Impact
To be determined by Board action.

Narrative
JWB has also been requested to provide a letter of support and staff participation in
planning activities. Such a request falls within existing policies and practices and will be
provided.
Stoff Resource Persons:

Kate Howze
Browning Spence

Information

Item 111.8
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Robert J. Doody, Director, Training Center

Director~

I2...Q/j)

Award of Grant for Training of Trainers and Implementation of Youth
Development Curriculum
The Juvenile Welfare Board has been awarded a grant from the Center for Youth
Development and Policy Research (in collaboration with the National Network for
Runaway and Youth Services) to participate in a Training of Trainers program in Youth
Development. The Youth Development curriculum has been developed by the Center
for Youth Development and Policy Research, and the Juvenile Welfare Board will pilot
the curriculum.
In addition to the Training of Trainers, the Center for Youth Development and Policy
Research will provide a facilitator guide, provide up to 40 copies of the curriculum to the
facilitators for use in their training, and provide ongoing support to the Training Center
of the Juvenile Welfare Board. The project will provide stipends (average of $2,000) to
subsidize the costs related to piloting the curriculum and training program.
Two staff members of JWB's Training Center will participate in the Training of Trainers
in Washington, D.C., on March 15 - 18, 1995. Training Center personnel will then
implement and evaluate the thirty-hour curriculum and assess its effectiveness in
cooperation with the Center for Youth Development.
This curriculum has been developed under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of
Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. It includes the
following:
• Youth Development: Theory, Research, and Practice
• Application of Youth Development Perspective to Program Issues
• Application of the Youth Development Approach to the Professional
Development of Youth Workers
Pinellas County is one of three sites in the nation where the curriculum will be piloted in
its entirety and evaluated. The other sites are New York City and the University of
Wisconsin/Milwaukee.

Reg. Mtg. 1/12/95
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Executive Summary
PAIRS Project
September, 1994
Researcher: W.M. Parker, Ph.D. and Mary Howard-Hamilton, Ed.D.,
University of Florida, Cainsville, Florida
Provider Agency: Mount Zion United Methodist Church
The PAIRS program is a three year research project designed to raise the level of
functioning of African-American males from being "potential outcasts or menaces to
society to being fully functioning and productive citizens." The program was
designed as a mentoring program and included tutorial assistance, family
counseling, lectures, and educational and recreational field trips. This was a pre/post
design, using a treatment (participating youth) and control group (no services
provided). This is an executive summary of the third school year (1993-1994) of the
experimental treatment program.
The goals of the project were to:
•
Improve the self-esteem of participants;
..
Improve grades;
•
Improve family functioning; and
..
Improvement in cultural knowledge and awareness.
The subjects of the third year of the study included 41 African-American males, 11-17
years, living in female headed households, attending elementary through high school
Quantitative Results
Four test instruments were used to evaluate student progress. While there was no
significant difference between the control group, the youth participating
demonstrated the following behaviors:

..

..

..

c

Self-Confidence: there was an increase in the number of youth "seeing
themselves as capable"; having a feeling of belonging; and having a
positive outlook.

family Functionin&; There was a decrease in the family functioning
scores of both groups. There is a need for "better delivery of family
services, greater parent involvement, parent effectiveness training and
greater attention to family issues.
Cultural Knowledse: There was an increase in the scores of the
participating youth and a decrease in the control group.

...

•

Grades in School: Grades in schools were not reported for the 19931994 reporting period. Complications in collecting and reporting
grades at various grade levels interfered with standard procedures for
analyzing f=grade point average from pre-testing to post-testing.

Qualitative Results
Mentors were asked to keep journals of their activities with the youth and observed
that their mentees learned the following skills:
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to act or behave in public;
to use appropriate table manners;
to meet new friends and acquaintances;
to be a better family member;
to concentrate and be patient;
to self disclose;
to establish rapport with peers and adults;
to accept responsibility;
to manage their anger; and
to be more optimistic about the future.

STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM (1993-1994)

Some of the strong aspects of the PAIRS Program for the 1993-1994 year are listed
below:
1.

Program staff members were engaged in their own professional growth and
development.

2.

Commitment, dedication and intensity of effort toward meeting the needs of
young African American males in the PAIRS Project were evident.

3.

Training of mentors was done in a more organized and systematic manner.

4.

Improved planning and support for mentors or role models in the program.

5.

Effective communication and cooperation with program evaluators.

6.

Manifestations of love and care toward the young men in Project PAIRS.
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WEAKNESSES OF THE PROGRAM (1993-1994)
Limitations or weaknesses can be observed in any program no matter how effective it
might be. Some of the weaknesses of the PAIRS Program are listed below:
1.

The goals and objectives of the program were too ambitious for the limited
personnel resources available to carry them out The original planners might
have erred in trying to meet all the needs of young African American males
with one program.

2.

Mentors were selected from a narrow range or from a limited pool of possible
volunteers. A wider range of mentors needs to be selected and trained to work
with the range of available young African American males.

3.

A training manual for mentors was not completely developed, implemented
and evaluated.

4.

A mechanism to collect grades of PAIRS participants so grades in school can
be reported in a timely manner, does not exist.

5.

The application of an experimental research design where there existed too
many threats to both internal and external validity. A more qualitative design
where baseline data were collected and more action research conducted would
have been more appropriate.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall, the PAIRS Program has worked well with success experienced by both
mentees and mentors. Yet, the program can be improved and even greater success
can be achieved. Therefore, we offer the following recommendations:
1.

That the program goals and objectives be revised from being more to less
ambitious.

2.

That mentors be selected based on state guidelines with modifications and
adjustments to meet the special needs of the PAIRS program.

3.

That procedures for selecting, deselecting and terminating mentors be
developed and made known to all appropriate individuals and groups.

4.

That mentors be selected from a broader pool of volunteers.

5.

That a training manual for mentors be developed including procedures for
evaluating it.

3

6.

That alternative research procedures be employed to test the effectiveness of
the treatment program.

7.

If grades in school remains one of the dependent variables, devise more
appropriate procedures for collecting grades in school.

8.

Organize an advisory board to facilitate the work of the PAIRS Program.

9.

That support groups be provided for mentors for their support and personal
growth.

10.

That the PAIRS staff continue to be involved in their own professional growth
and development.

This Executive Summary was prepared by JWB staff from the complete report submitted by Dr. Parker.
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Item 111.0
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director ~ L
Kate Howze, Communications Dlreclork'~

Cooperman-Bogue Award Dinner
The Cooperman-Begue Award dinner, at which the annual winner from among the
1994 quarterly winners will be announced, is scheduled for,March 30, 1995. The
event will begin with a social hour at 6 p.m., followed by dinner at 7 p.m., and will
be held at the Feather Sound Country Club, 2201 Feather Sound Drive,
Clearwater.
Guest speaker will be Joyce Maynard, author of the former syndicated column,
DomestiC Affairs, now a newsletter author, and writer of a soon-to-be-published
novel. Emcee will be Reginald Roundtree, Channel 10 news anchor.
Tickets are anticipated to cost $25 each; invitations will be mailed in February.

i

BOARD MEETING, 01/12/951TEM 111-F
pERSONNEL REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1994
JWB ADMINISTRATION
NewHirae:
SeparatiOns:
Transfera:
PromotiOns:
RICias&HicatiOns:
Salary ActiOns:
Annlveraarle8:
Staff ltlma:

None
None
None
None
None
Judith Kugler to regular ·1218194
Marlene Wilson ·12107tr7 ·Seven yeara
Judith Kugler • 12108f93 • One year
"Improving Awareness of Youth and Family INUII Through a
Public Access cable TeleviSIOn Program," a practlcum done by
COmmunications Director Kate Howze, hes been accepted for
Inclusion In the Education Resources InformatiOn center (ERIC).
Dr. Howze developed, 11111arched, Implemented and evaluated the
TV project as pan of requirements for her doctoral degree. ERIC
provides a natiOnwide database of educational and social service
project Information.

NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
lRANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACI'IONS
Coordinated Child Care:
Ucense Board:
Marriage & Family:

Carol Carney· Administrative Specialist II· 12120194
None
None
Eric SChultz. 12115/94
Monlque Cooper· 12118194
None
None
None
None
None
Katherine Yeates to Program Sarvk:e Worker Ill· 12105/94
Kathy Salamate to Therapuetlc Case Manager • 12112194
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:

STAFF ITEMS

care

Coordinated Child
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Guy COOley. 12128181 • Thirteen years
Karen Osborne • 12107187 • Seven years
Celeste Horn • 12114187 • Seven years
Jerwyl Bell. 12118189. Five years
Uza Jamison· 12118189 ·Five years
Gloria Beagles· 12103190 ·Four years
Kathy Walter -12121/92 ·Two years
Ruth Rachal-12/02/91 ·Three years
Unda Vaughn· 12102191 ·Three years
Gladys Dye -12107/92 ·Two years

None
None
None
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Item Ill. H.
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

Jam11 E. Mills, Executive Director

Executive Director's Activity Report • October
Major activities for the Exeartive Director during October continued to focus on
acquisition of building space, Boot Camp Aftercare Program, Neighborhood Family
Centers RFP's, and Public/Private Ventures. Meetings were held with four funded
agencies, two Children's Services Committees and the JWB Community Councils. Four
presentations were given, including the quarterly winner of the Cooperman-Begue
Award. Finalists for the Community Relations Specialist position were interviewed. The
Director attended a meeting of the CWLA's Committee on Alcohol and Other Drugs in
Washington, DC and the annual conference of the Florida Children's Services Council.
In Community Relations, the 32nd JWB-TV show was produced for airing during
November. The program looks at how people are "owning" problems and doinQ
something about them. Featured are the Volunteer Action Center, Retired Semor
Volunteer Program, several volunteers, and two members of JWB's Community Council
steering committee.
The Cooperman-Begue Award was presented to the third-quarter winner, who was
featured on Channel 44. Planning was begun for the award dinner. Assistance was
provided for the Public/Private Ventures and for the YWCA of Tampa Bay 75th
anniversary. Two conferences/workshops were attended.
An article on teen pregnancy was prepared for the Action for Children newsletter. Work
on the mailing list continued. Two speaking engagements were arranged. A meeting of
the PR Network for Human Services was conducted.
Assistance was provided to the Specialized Child Care Team, the Children's Services
Committees and to CP&D's lntergenerational Showcase. Media assistance was
provided to the S§ ~~~bUJ'il Times, Tampa Tribune, Pinellas Park, News, the fl._
Lauderdale Sun: 8'9; Channel 44, Channel 13, Pinellas County Public Information,
and the public information office of Pinellas County Schools. Three press releases were
completed.
Desktop publishing/design/mailing list assistance was provided to: Community Planning
and Development: desi9n of new JWB United Way campaign forms and charts, update
of RFP mailing list, med1a labels, design of Neighborhood Family Center brochure,
Children's Services Councils mailing labels. Rnance: funded agency labels. Training
Center: design of certificates and letterhead for Children's Services Committees.
Special AssiStant: computer input of Board policies/bylaws. Community Services:
mailing labels. Marriage and Family Counseling: design of PAMFT newsletter.
Programs and Anance: funded agency labels. YWCA of Tampa Bay: nametags for
75th anniversary celebration.
Approximately 225 packets of information were distributed.
The Funding and Evaluation staff of Programs and Finance began negotiations on
measurable objectives for Fiscal Year 1994-95, processed advance requests for five
agencies and completed ten intergenerational contracts. Work began on the Goals
Report, site visits were conducted at two funded agencies and technical assistance
provided to four agencies.

In the Human Resource Department nominations for promotions-in-grade were
requested and input solicited for proposed revisions to the Personnel Practices Manual.
Negotiations for health and dental insurance was completed.
In the Finance Department staff continued to prepared year-end financial statements as
well as work with the auditors. The preparation of the Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report for the year ending September 1994 continued.
Upgrades to current computer software and hardware additions for FY 1994-95
computer enhancement were completed and funded agencies were notified of the
availability of deleted inventory.
Major activities for Community Services included participating in the development of the
County Juvenile Justice Plan; presenting "Public Policy" at a Southeast Regional YMCA
Executives Seminar and facilitatinQ. two "Needs Assessment" workshops at the Annual
Florida Children's Services Counc11 Conference.
In the Community Planning and Development Department during October work
continued on the Youth Development Report; JWB Community Councils; Healthy
Families Pinellas; Able Resilient Kids (ARK) and the proposal review process for the
Neighborhood Family Center planning grants. A pilot project for the Case Management
Task Group was developed and a presentation given at one conferencefworkshop.
Technical Assistance was provided to 12 funded programs and staff participated 10 the
Service Learning Network.
Community meetings attended included: Pinellas County Victim Bights Coalition;
Healthy Start Board; Kinship Care Committee; Case Management Committee;
Congregations United for Community Action ICUCA); the Holocaust Museum; Teen
Parent Self-Sufficiency, Leadership Pinellas, Human Services Planners Group, and the
Juvenile Justice Council.
Monthly activities for the Research & Qevelopment Center continued to focus on the
Boot Camp Aftercare Program including a workshop presentation on Boot Camp
Evaluation; the Drug Prevalence Survey report and Longitudinal Study; and Total
Family Strategy REP. Presentations were given at two workshops and site visits
conducted at two funded agencies. In addition to fulfilling eight data requests,
assistance was provided on the survey results collected from day care J>roviders for the
specialized child care REP. Four workshopsfseminars were attended. The USE intern
began working with the R&D Center.
In October, the Trajnjng Center offered 34 workshops including one major conference:
"Preventive Interventions for Teen Pregnancy." A total of 1,397 individuals were trained
and they rated the workshops 4. 71 on a scale of 1 to 5.
The Library circulated 510 audiovisuals and 336 books and new patrons totaled 53. The
Librarian conducted one workshop and participated in a meeting to revise the Tampa
Bay Library Consortium interlibrary loan policies.
In October the Special Assistant's office completed the first phase of the Board's
policies, procedures, and other operating documents. Requested copies of the Public
Policy Statements were distributed to over 100 people. In collaboration with the Human
Resource Manager, a proposed Equal Employment Opportunity Policy was completed.
Plans were initiated for the the development of an Affirmative Action Plan. A preliminary
proposal for the Performance Audit was reviewed and will be revised prior to
Implementation of the audit. The annual Public Policy Workshop was held. A planning
session was conducted with the Public Policy Comm1ttee leadership, and the 1994-95
Public Policy Committee's Handbook was completed and distributed.

'ftllll

•

Other activities this month were: voter registration activities for the Pinellas County
Children's Campaign; Planning Grant RFP Team; South County Community Council's
Orientation; Pre-K Interagency Coordinating Council; Florida Association of Counties'
Policy Development Committee (Orlando); and District V Child Abuse neglect
Prevention Task Force.

•

c
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INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)
DECEMBER 31, 1994

PREPARED -BY
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE MANAGER

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - All FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
DECEMBER 31, 1994

Government
Fund
General

Fiduciary
Fund
Agency

ACCOUNT GROUPS
FIXed Asset

TOTALS

LT. Debt

1994

1993

ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits
Investments-Oaf.Comp. Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
land &Improvements
Building & Improvements
Furniture, Fixtures&Equip.
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Vouchers&Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES

$ 18,050,192

$18,050,192
1,059,557
343,954
934,749
87,571
202,871
32,723
243,496
727,496
557,876
468,089
£22.708,574

$14,568,452
955,392
125,292
992,654
87,571
126,649
7 ,042
243,496
727,496
523,926
443,290
£18.801 .260

243,646
2,692
468,089
1,059,557
87,571
l 1,861,555

78,978
2 ,183
443,290
955,392
87,571
1,567.414
l

1,528,868

1,528,868

1,494,918
439
157,880

$1,528,868

0
181,378
25,000
1.n2.116
17,339,657
$20,847,019

1,379,477
14,201 ,132
$17,233,846

!2217081574

!1818011260

$1 ,059,557
343,954
934,749
87,571
202,871
32,723
243,496
727,496
557,876
£19.652.060

$

£1.059,557

l

468,089
1.528.868 £468.089

243,646
2,692

$

468,089
1,059,557
l

87,571
333,909

FUND EQUITY
Investment in Gen.FIXed Assets
Fund Balance
Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
FN Expenditure
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

181 ,378
25,000
1.n2.116
l17,339,657
$19,318,151

TOTAL LIAB. & FUND EQUITY

! 19.6521060

l 1,059,557

l

Q l468,089

! 110591557 ! 115281868 ! 4681089

$

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
GENERAL FUND
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31 , 1994
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % 25%)

•

=

YTD as % of Bdgt
ANNUAL
BUDGET

MONTHLY
ACTUAL

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

1994

1993

REVENUE

$ 22,949,626

$ 16,088,334

$ 17,315,544

75%

73%

56,000

9,983

23,543

42%

39%

Intergovernmental

596,847

126,008

131 ,062

22%

13%

Interest on Investments

311 ,057

14,476

38,054

12%

9%

Miscellaneous

137,344

137,135

100%

100%

Property Taxes
Fees

325,737

455,059

24.050,874

16.564.538

18.100.397

75%

72%

(3,023,509)

(209,no)

(678,500)

22%

23%

(21 ,638,350)

(1 ,364,036)

(3, 182,449)

15%

15%

(2, 711 ,131)

(255,520)

(374,992)

14%

36%

(161,478}

(597,694}

(1 .990.804)

(4.833.635)

18%

17%

126,469

126,469

14,700,203

13,393,231

Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE
t:XPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

(27.372.990)

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB
EXCESS(Deficiency) of Revnue over Expend

(3,322,116}

FUND EQUITY
RESERVED -Encumbrances
UNRESERVED-Disability

181,378

-Anniversary
-FN Expenditure

25,000
3,322,116

3,322,116

-Undesignated

2,396,426

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

119.318.151
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % 25%)

.,

=

MONTH
BUDGET

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

ACTUAL

% OF BUDGET
1994

DIRECTOR

Personnel
Operating

$

134,537

12,427

$

36,769

1993

27%

23o/o

17%

10%

43,579

25%

20%

6 ,807

21,507

24%

25%

375

3,415

18%

36%

108.174

7.182

24.922

23%

26%

192,784

14,621

42,258

22%

25%

64,560

1,468

6,388

10%

100/o

$

40,582

4,017

6,810

175,119

16.444

Personnel

89,625

Operating

18,549

TOTAL

Personnel

C&pltal
TOTAL

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

C8pltal

COMMUNICATIONS

Operating

FINANCE

Capital

3,000

TOTAL

260,344

16,089

50,585

1.939
19%

23%

Personnel

242,577

19,544

60,214

25%

25%

Operating

53,459

450

20,387

38%

59%

TOTAL

296.036

111.994

80.601

27%

30%

Personnel

219,880

14,114

44,605

20%

20%

Operating

141 ,370

8 ,497

22,705

16%

21 %

capital

SYSTEMS&SUPPORT

PROGRAMS

capital

2.000

TOTAL

363.250

22.611

67,310

19%

21 %

Personnel

512,631

38,926

123,594

24%

23%

Operating

24,178

726

11 ,298

47%

40%

536,809

39,652

134.892

25%

24%

454,591

34,482

108,081

24%

20%

55,174

2,172

6,098

11%

16%

TOTAL

609.765

3§.654

114.1711

22%

20%

Personnel

236,743

14,333

44,866

19%

24%

Operating

90,586

879

7,407

8%

7%

Capital
TOTAL

COMMUNITY SERVICES Personnel
Operating
C&pltal

RESEARCH

Capital

3.000

TOTAL

330,329

15.212

gm

16%

20%

Personnel

309,899

23,401

75,011

24%

23%

Operating

133,784

12,531

35,148

26%

31%

443.683

35,932

110,159

25%

26%

6781500

22%

23%

TRAINING

Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

310231509

1

209,770

1

'

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 12/31/94

BANK

ACCOUNT

AMSOUTH BANK

Market Investment for Disability
Self lns.Fund

1.88%

AMSOUTH BANK

Pooled Funds

5.1926%

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS TRUST

Investment Pool

5.08%

AVG.RATE

BALANCE

YIELD

$182,168.38

$285.90

$18,278,785.4 7

$35,889.54

$512.328.11

$2.199.83

$18.973.281.96

$38.375.27

Budget Comparison
(Year To Date)

BUDGET

YTD ACUAL*

$311,057

$76,887.31

%

Over/Under

25%

($234,169.60)

**Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

c

,
BUDGET AMENDMENTS
THIS MONTH

NONE

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES

Asian Family & Community - lntergenerational
Citizen's Alliance
Family Services Center
Girls, Inc.
Pinellas County Urban League
Riviera Middle School - lntergenerational
Sanderlin Family Center
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
Stepping Stone
Y.W.C.A.

$1,680
20,000
120,000
20,000
29,852
1,500
8,500
11,800
10,200
21,739

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES

Family Service Centers - Family Partners
Exchange Center - Family Partners
Girls, Inc. - Family Partners
YWCA - Family Partners
Boys & Girls Clubs
African American Leadership
Caring Active Parents, Inc.
Child's Park
Coordinated Child Care
St. Petersburg Religious Society
Youth Homes of Florida

38,018
14,800
4,242
24,450
11,678
2,800
3,992
2,422
382,812
1,039
10,931

...
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Item Ill. H.
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director

Executive Director's AcHvlty Report - October
Major activities for the Exeamve Director during October continued to focus on
acquisition of building space, Boot Camp Aftercare Program, Neighborhood Family
Centers RFP's, and Public/Private Ventures. Meetings were held with four funded
agencies, two Children's Services Committees and the JWB Community Councils. Four
presentations were given, including the quarterly winner of the Cooperman-Begue
Award. Finalists for the Community Relations Specialist position were interviewed. The
Director attended a meeting of the CWLA's Committee on Alcohol and Other Drugs in
Washington, DC and the annual conference of the Florida Children's Services Council.
In Community Relations, the 32nd JWB-TV show was produced for airing during
November. fhe program looks at how people are "owning" problems and doinQ
something about them. Featured are the Volunteer Action Center, Retired Sen.or
· Volunteer Program, several volunteers, and two members of JWB's Community Council
steering committee.
The Cooperman-Bogue Award was presented to the third-quarter winner, who was
featured on Channef 44. Planning was begun for the award dinner. Assistance was
provided for the Public/Private Ventures and for the YWCA of Tampa Bay 75th
anniversary. Two conferences/workshops were attended.
An article on teen pregnancy was prepared for the Action for Children newsletter. Work
on the mailing list continued. Two speaking engagements were arranged. A meeting of
the PR Network for Human Services was conducted.
Assistance was provided to the Specialized Child Care Team, the Children's Services
Committees and to CP&D's lntergenerational Showcase. Media assistance was
provided to the S§ ~~~burg Times, Tampa Tribune, Pinellas Park News, the ft._
Lauderdale Su~Le: Channel 44, Channel 13, Pinellas County Public Information,
and the public information office of Pinellas County Schools. Three press releases were
completed.
Desktop publishing/design/mailing list assistance was provided to: Community Planning
and Development: desi~n of new JWB United Way campaign forms and charts, update
of RFP maifing list, med1a labels, design of Neighborhood Family Center brochure,
Children's Services Councils mailing labels. Finance: funded agency labels. Training
Center: design of certificates and letterhead for Children's Services Committees.
Special Assistant: computer input of Board policies/bylaws. Community Services:
mailing labels. Marriage and Family Counseling: design of PAMFT newsletter.
Programs and Finance: funded agency labels. YWCA of Tampa Bay: nametags for
75th anniversary celebration.
Approximately 225 packets of information were distributed.
The Funding and Evaluation staff of Programs and Finance began negotiations on
measurable objectives for Fiscal Year 1994-95, processed advance requests for five
agencies and completed ten intergenerational contracts. Work began on the Goals
Report, site visits were conducted at two funded agencies and technical assistance
provided to four agencies.

In the Human Resource Department nominations for promotions-in-grade were
requested and input solicited for proposed revisions to the Personnel Practices Manual.
Negotiations for health and dental insurance was completed.
In the Finance Department staff continued to prepared year-end financial statements as
well as work with the auditors. The preparation of the Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report for the year ending September 1994 continued.
Upgrades to current computer software and hardware additions for EY 1994-95
computer enhancement were completed and funded agencies were notified of the
availability of deleted inventory.
Major activities for Community Services included participating in the development of the
County Juvenile Justice Plan; presenting "Public Policy" at a Southeast Regional YMCA
Executives Seminar and facilitating two "Needs Assessment" workshops at the Annual
Florida Children's Services Council Conference.
In the Community Planning and Development Department during October work
continued on the Youth Development Report; JWB Community Councils; Healthy
Families Pinellas; Able Resilient Kids (ARK) and the proposal review process for the
Neighborhood Family Center planning grants. A pilot project for the Case Management
Task Group was developed and a presentation given at one conference/workshop.
. Technical Assistance was provided to 12 funded programs and staff participated in the
Service Learning Network.
Community meetings attended included: Pinellas County Victim Rights Coalition;
Healthy Start Board; Kinship Care Committee; Case Management Committee;
Congregations United for Community Action (CUCA); the Holocaust Museum; Teen
Parent Self-Sufficiency, Leadership Pinellas, Human Services Planners Group, and the
Juvenile Justice Council.
Monthly activities for the Research & Development Center continued to focus on the
Boot Camp Aftercare Program including a workshop presentation on Boot Camp
Evaluation; the Drug Prevalence Survey report and Longitudinal Study; and Total
Family Strategy REP. Presentations were given at two workshops and site visits
conducted at two funded agencies. In addition to fulfilling eight data requests,
assistance was provided on the survey results collected from day care providers for the
specialized child care REP. Four workshops/seminars were attended. The USE intern
began working with the R&D Center.
In October, the Training Center offered 34 workshops including one major conference:
"Preventive Interventions for Teen Pregnancy." A total of 1,397 individuals were trained
and they rated the workshops 4.71 on a scale of 1 to 5.
The Library circulated 510 audiovisuals and 336 books and new patrons totaled 53. The
Librarian conducted one workshop and participated in a meeting to revise the Tampa
Bay Library Consortium interlibrary loan policies.
In October the Special Assistant's office completed the first phase of the Board's
policies, procedures, and other operating documents. Requested copies of the Public
Policy Statements were distributed to over 100 people. In collaboration with the Human
Resource Manager, a proposed Equal Employment Opportunity Policy was completed.
Plans were initiated for the the development of an Affirmative Action Plan. A preliminary
proposal for the Performance Audit was reviewed and will be revised prior to
implementation of the audit. The annual Public PolicY. Workshop was held. A planning
session was conducted with the Public Policy Comm1ttee leadership, and the 1994-95
Public Policy Committee's Handbook was completed and distributed.

'
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Other ~ivities this month were : voter registration activities for the Pinellas County
Children's Campaign; Planning Grant RFP Team; South County Community Council's
Orientation; Pre-K Interagency Coordinating Council; Florida Association of Counties'
Policy Development Committee (Orlando); and District V Child Abuse neglect
Prevention Task Force.

Item Ill. H.
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

Information
TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director

Executive Director's Activity Report - November
Major activities for the Executive Director continued to focus on the Public/Private
Ventures grant; acquisition of JWB building space, including a meeting with the City of
Pinellas Park City Manager and Building Department, and the Boot Camp Aftercare
Program. In addition to meetings with four funded agencies, a meeting was held with
the funded agency executive directors for input on the recently developed performance
evaluation system. Meetings were held with two JWB Community Councils, Success by
Six, I-COPE, Florida Prevention Association, and representatives from the City of
St. Petersburg on a pending enterprise zone grant. The director served on the
nominating committee of the St. Petersburg History Museum and attended the Board
meeting of the National Network for Social Work Managers in Washington, DC.
In Community Relations, the 33rd JWB-IV show was produced for airing during
December. The show focuses on the Total Family Strategy programs and features
interviews with two families who have participated in the program.
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Planning for the Cooperman-Bogue Award dinner continued. Planning for the Earned
Income Credit Campaign was begun. Three conferences were attended.
Assistance was provided for a planning meeting on the lntergenerational Showcase to
be held in May. Work on the mailing list continued. A meeting of the PR Network for
Human Services was conducted. A meeting to form a Bay Area Consortium for the
Florida Education and Training Coalition was facilitated. Initial work began on a parent
education campaign.
Videotaping was provided for the domestic violence conference and for the third-quarter
Cooperman-Begue Award presentation.
Media assistance was provided to the St. Petersburg Times, Tampa Tribune, HERS,
Tampa Bay Family, Channel 8, Channel 10, Channel 13 and Channel 44. One press
release was completed.
Desktop publishing/design/mailing list assistance was provided to: Community Planning
and Development, update of Social Indicator Report mailing list; Rnance, organizational
charts; Programs, labels for funded agencies.
Approximately 40 packets of information were distributed. Two JWBees were
completed.
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The Funding and Evaluation staff of Programs and Rnance completed the application
review of Equipment and Renovation Funding requests and provided technical
assistance to four funded agencies. Work continued on the Goals Report and on the
development of Measurable Objectives for Fiscal Year 1995-95. Work continued on the
Fiscal Year 1993-94 audit and the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report was
completed. Two conferences were attended.
Community Services continued to work with the Public/Private Ventures-Community
Change for Youth Development (CCYD) grant including coordination of a site visit,
facilitating the first meeting of the community steering committee and development of a
preliminary plan. Other key activities included submitting a proposal to pilot a youth

development training curriculum prepared by the Center for Youth Development and
Policy Research and working with the Juvenile Justice Council to finalize the County
Plan.
Major activities of the Community Planning and Development Department included
development of 1994-95 objectives for CAP and Sanderlin; Neighborhood Family
Centers; lntergenerational Showcase Workgroup; completion of the Robert Wood
Johnson annual progress report; Healthy Start Coalition; Able and Resilient Kids (ARK)
training effort; the Youth Development project; the Youth Violence Summit; and the
Service Learning Network. Technical Assistance was provided to two funded agencies
and four community organizations.
Community meetings attended included: Pinellas County Victim Rights Coalition;
Healthy Start Board; Healthy Families Pinellas; SED Network; Case Management
Committee; Congregations United for Communit)' Action (CUCA); Doorways
Recognition; ICOPE; TEAM Pinellas; Planners Group; t=amily Support and
Preservation Steering Committee; and Juvenile Justice Public Hearing. Two
workshops/seminars were attended.
Activities for the Research & Development Center for the month of November included
Pinellas Boot Camp initiative; Healthy Start Fetal & Infant Mortality Technical Review
Committee; approving a selection of FMHI proposals for Phase II Total Family Strategy
evaluation; work on the Pinellas Profile; assisting with a newly funded Ounce of
Prevention Program; and developing a Neighborhood Family Centers data entry form
· and database that will collect monthly information for JWB; completing the CSC Data
Users Technical Workshop Summary report. There were five data requests. Three
workshops/seminars were attended.
The Training Center offered 24 workshops including two major conferences: "Winning
Children Over For Society" and "Combating Domestic Violence." A total of 1,297
individuals were trained and they rated the workshops 4. 76 on a scale of 1 to 5.
The Library circulated 430 audiovisuals and 250 books. New patrons totaled 32. The
Librarian attended one conference and a meeting of the Disability Information Resource
Team.
In November the Special Assistant's office initiated plans for the evaluation and future
planning of the office. Preliminary legislative issues were reviewed and presented to the
Public Policy Committee for discussion. Proposed legislation to amend the JWB's
Special Act was discussed and developed with the County's legislative liaison. A
proposed Affirmative Action plan was completed, one presentation made and technical
assistance provided to one funded agency and the Court Administrator's office.
Other activities this month were: Pinellas County Children's Campaign; Pre-K
Interagency Coordinating Council; Florida Association of Counties' Policy Development
Committee; Clearinghouse on Human Services Children's Committee; Pinellas County
Legislative Delegation's Organizational Meeting and the District V Child Abuse Neglect
Prevention Task Force.

I

I

Item Ill. H.
Regular Meeting 1/12/95

Information
TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Milia, Executive Director

Executive Director's Activity Report - December
Major activities in December for the Executive Director continued to focus on
Netghborhood Family Centers; acquisition of JWB building space, including negotiations
with Chase Manhattan Bank; Success by Six; I-COPE and the Pinellas Boot Camp
Aftercare Program. Meetings were held with five funded agencies; a representative of
USF concerning a HUD grant; Ounce of Prevention; United Way; and Substance
Abuse Advisory Board. Finalists for the Research and Development position were
interviewed, one presentation made and meetings held with Leadership St. Pete and a
Juvenile Welfare Board oral history project.
In Communications, the Earned Income Credit campaign was planned, community
contact work begun, and materials assembled for distribution. Corporate sponsors new
to the campaign this year are Florida Power and the Tampa Bay Family magazine.
The 34th JWB-TV show was produced for airing during January. The show focuses on
the Juvenile Welfare Board and new8rojects such as Public/Private Ventures,
intergenerational grants, and the A& Center.
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An initial meeting for the parent education campaign was held. Work began on assisting
the Community Councils and other pertinent audiences with their
information/communication needs. Assistance was provided for the Performance
Monitoring update. Assistance also was provided for a social marketing grant AFP.
JWB representation on the Community Educational Task Force was provided.
Planning for the Cooperman-Begue Award dinner continued. An audiovisual conference
in Tampa was attended.
Media assistance was provided to the St. Petersburg Times and Tampa Tribune. Two
press releases were completed.
Desktop publishing/design/mailing list assistance was provided to: Community Planning
and Development, certificate; Marriage and Family Counseling, Total Family Strategies
certificates, brochure design; Speciaf Assistant, meeting cards.
Approximately 20 packets of information were distributed. One JWBee was completed.
The Funding and Evaluation staff of Programs and Rnance processed the Equipment
and Renovation contracts, completed the Goals Report, process seven advance
requests, one budQ.et amendment and five Neighborhood Family Center Planning Grant
contracts. Site vistts were conducted at seven funded agency programs and provided
technical assistance to five agencies. In the Finance Department the Comprehensive
Annual Financial Report was completed and W-2's processed.
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Key activities in Community Services continued to focus on the Public/Private Ventures
CCYD grant and the Youth Development Report. One presentation was made to the
Safety Harbor City Council.
In the Community Planning and Develo~ment Department work continued on Healthy
Families Pinellas; Healthy Start; the AK Project, including teacher training; the
lntergenerational Showcase; development of 1994-95 objectives with Sanderlin and

CAP; Neighborhood Family Centers RFP; and Pinellas County Youth Summit on
Violence. JWB Community Council meetings were facilitated and review and research
on substance abuse prevention programs begun. Technical assistance was provided to
three funded agencies and five planning grantees and one site visit made.
Community meetings attended included: Planners Committee, HHSB, Healthy Start
Board, Healthy Families Pinellas, Case Management Committee, Parent Education
Work Group, State Health/Education Consortium Pinellas County Victim Rights
Coalition; I-COPE; SAAB; HAS Family Support and Preservation Steering Committee;
Juvenile Justice Grants committees, Teen Parent Prevention committee, and United
Way Planning Committee. Two workshops were attended.
Activities for the Research & Development Center for the month of December continued
to focus on Boot Camp Aftercare Program, including data collection, interviewing and
observations for the Evaluation Report; Neighborhood Center evaluations; review of
the drug survey and Healthy Start Fetal and Infant Mortality Technical Review
Committee. There were 17 data requests fulfilled and one presentation made.
The Training Center offered 14 workshops including one major conference, "Hap
Palmer: An Evening of Music and Movement." A total of 1,949 individuals were trained
and they rated the workshops 4.8 on a scale of 1 to 5.
The Library circulated 361 audiovisuals and 212 books. New patrons totaled 50. One
·. workshop was attended.
In December the Special Assistant's office in conjunction with the Human Resource
manager completed the proposed revisions to the Affirmative Action Plan. Proposed
legislation to amend the JWB's Special Act was presented to the Board, revised with the
County's legislative liaison and forwarded to the Pinellas Legislative Delegation for
action. Proposed legislative issues were gathered and presented to the Public Policy
Committee for review and discussion. Plans for the Board's Legislative Agenda
Workshop were finalized.
The Special Assistant coordinated a meeting with Ounce of Prevention in order to
collaborate on joint funding opportunities. Preparation for the Performance Audit
continued with the auditors. A status report on the Performance Audit was also
presented to the Pinellas Legislative Delegation. Technical assistance was provided to
one funded agency.

Regular Meeting
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SCHEDULE AND SUMMARIES
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RATING CRITERIA

FOR
MEASURABLE OBJEC11VES

Objective Exceeded

101% +

Objective Met

100%

Objective Substantially Met

95- 99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%
Below70%

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 100% of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90% of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70'1 of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70'1 of objectives

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE

January 6, 1995

Family Resources-Helpline

January 19 & 20. 1995

Family Resources-Youth and Family ConnectionResidential and Outclient Services Programs

January 20. 1995

Sixth Judicial Circuit CourtChild Custody Investigations

January 24 & 26, 1995

Family Service CentersSexual Assault Treatment Program

January 24, 1995

Directions For Mental HealthPreschool Consultation Service

January 27. 1995

Pinellas County Urban LeagueComprehensive Family Services

January 31 . 1995

Operation PAR-Disney Crew Prevention Program

February 6 & 7. 1995

Eckerd Family Youth AlternativesEarly Intervention Program

February 9 & 10. 1995

Sanderlin Family Service CenterNeighborhood Family Center Program

February 14, 1995

Pinellas Private Industry CounciiYouthbuild St. Petersburg

February 14, 1995

Family Service CentersYouthful Sex Offender Treatment Program

February 23 & 24, 1995

Sixth Judicial Circuit CourtGuardian Ad Litem Program

Board members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact Mike Schmidt.
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SITE VISIT SUMMARIES

FOR:
Brookwood, A Young Women's Residence
Coordinated Child Care of PinellasLow Income Employed Families
Subsidized Child Care/Match
Project Challenge/COSA
New Beginnings
HRS Pinellas County Public Health UnitNortheast High School Health Services Program
Pinellas County Urban League
Project Success
Suncoast Center for Community Mental HealthHomeless Outreach Support Team

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Brookwood, A Young Women's
Residence

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:

JWB ALLOCATlON:
COST PER CUENTIDAY:
PROGRAM:

Brookwood, A Young Women's
Residence

DATE OF VISIT:

September 23, 1994

1993-94
1,033,080
$51,397
$64

Brookwood is a licensed therapeutic group home that provides residential care to abused and neglected
young women ages 13 to 18. Referral to this facility is made through HRS or privately by families in
crisis. Treatment goals for all the girls include: an educational plan, employment and/or employability
skills, independent living skills and counseling. Residents privately placed by families in crisis receive
residential care of linited duration while the family as well as the child receives counseling. JWB funds
supplement non-adjudicated placements of Pinellas County residents only. These girts reside at
Brookwood five days a week and go home on the weekends to promote the practice and internalization
of new family communication skills and attitudes. The average length of stay for the privately placed
girls is 3 - 6 months. The capacity of the program is 50 adolescent girls.
The site visit consisted of an overview of the program with the executive director and included an
assessment of program services. staffing pattern, program statistics and performance on measurable
objectives. Interviews were held with program staff and residents and client files were reviewed. In
addition to the above, a fiscal review was also conducted.
During this past fiscal year two new staff positions were added to the program: an additional
caseworker and a youth motivator. The agency opened a second 12 bed facility in Broward County,
funded by HRS and privately by families in crisis. Residents currently attend school in the community,
but plans are underway to reinstate the alternative education classroom at the facility. Also new in the
program this year are an art therapist and a martial arts teacher who is also a therapist. Finally, the
staffing configuration was changed to four day a week, ten hour shifts. This change has been beneficial
to the agency. Absenteeism among employees has declined significantly. The program has been at
capacity for the past three months.
Brookwood is recognized in the community and the state as having a successful program. One of Its
major strengths is a very active and supportive board of directors. Many of the administrative staff have
been with the agency ten or more years. Other positive aspects of the program Include effective client
services and positive program outcomes. For example: The program has a high rate of educational
and treatment goal C0"1)1etion, and most residents receive employment experience. Most residents are
reunited with family and maintain stable living arrangements after program completion.

C

Recommendations included an update of the organizational chart, job desc~ions and a status report
on the educational component. Fiscal recommendations Included updating the accounting manual and
revising the reimbursement form.

Comact Manager: Plllricla S. Davis
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas

PROGRAM: Low Income Employed Families

Subsidized Child Care/Match
LIEF Match

DATE OF VISIT:

FISCAL YEAR :

1993-94

PROGRAM BUDGET: 2,983,902
JWB ALLOCATION: 2,632,268
•cosT PER CUENT:
616
PROGRAM BUDGET: 5,316,958
529,273
JWB ALLOCATION:
•cosT PER CUENT:
403
210,315
JWB ALLOCATION:
*(FY 92-93)

September 13 - 27, 1994

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas (CCC) functions as the Central Agency for subsidized child care in
Pinellas County. The agency provides high quality child care through subcontracts and provider
agreements with more than 500 licensed child care facilities and a voucher program providinq care to
children from birth to twelve years. While in CCC subcontracted child care, the children are provided with
developmentally appropriate care within a safe nurturing environment; physical, social and emotional
stirrulation; screening for developmental delays and nutritious meals. In addition, children are observed
daily for signs of abuse or neglect. Children, their parents or guardians and other family members benefit
from social services and referrals to other comrrunity resources. During the first half of FY93-94, CCC
provided services to 4341 children and 2725 families through the State subsidized program. CCC also
administers JWB-subsidlzed child care for low Income families (LIEF). During the same period,
JWB-LIEF funding provided child care services to 1218 children and 782 families.
During this site visit the following areas were reviewed: CCC contracts with providers, provider quality
assessment reports, waiting lists, client files. Staff at all levels were interviewed, as were providers and
representatives of major funders and other agencies which refer to or otherwise Interface with CCC.
Quality Assessment scores for providers indicate that with technical assistance from CCC, 94% of the
centers received scores of 85% or above. The average score for family day care home providers is 95%.
There were no negative findings in the review of records and contracts. The agency Is in COrTl'liance with
all conditions of the JWB contracts. It is meeting or exceeding all of its measurable objectives and
minimum service levels for both contracts.
It was suggested however that the agency fully implement its administrative reorganization as quickly as
possible, as the pressures on staff caused by trying to carry too heavy a work load are Impacting agency
perfonnance. It was also suggested that the agency hire for vacant positions in a timely manner rather
than leave positions vacant or rely on temporary employees.

Contract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:

Coordinated Child Care
Special Children's Services

PROGRAM: Project Challenge/COSA
New Beginnings

FISCAL YEAR:
TOTAL BUDGET:

1993-94
$328,597

JWB ALLOCAllON: $212,432
• COST PER CLIENT:
$ 320
JWB ALLOCAllON: $64,345
• COST PER CLIENT: $ 889
•(FY92-93)

DATE OF VISIT: September 15, 1993
Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas Special Children's Services (former1y the Therapeutic Day Care
Program) offers prevention and ear1y intervention programs which provide consultation, screening, case
management and therapeutic family day care to children birth through five years. Project
ChallengeiCOSA which is funded through JWB. worXs with children who exhibit mild to moderate
degrees of emotional disturbances and have been unable to adjust to traditional center-based care.
The COSA component provides child care with specially trained caregivers for children with a parent in
treatment with Operation PAR. Operation PAR provides intervention with the parents in this program.
New Beginnings worXs with substance exposed infants and their families. This voluntary family support
program is designed to meet the needs of children from birth to two years who have been prenatally
exposed to drugs. The families receive intensive case management, including home visits, parenting
classes, interaction with the caregiver and regular developmental assessment of the child.
During this review the staff and program manager were interviewed, and case records were reviewed.
Record keeping in the programs is excellent, with up to date narratives. Staff morale Is good. They feel
they receive good support from their supervisor, who fosters their personal growth and creativity. In the
first half of the fiscal year. Project Challenge has served 172 children and 246 adults and performed well
on Its measurable objectives. New Beginnings served 27 children and their caregivers. Performance
on measurable objectives was exceeded on all but one objective.
There were no negative progranmatic findings during the review. An additional case manager added
this year with JWB funding has brought the Project Challenge caseload to a satisfactory level.

Cortract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwlcz
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

HRS Pinellas County Public Health Unit

FISCAL YEAR:

PROGRAM:

Northeast High School Health
Services Program

TOTAL BUDGET:
$235,840
JWB ALLOCATION: S1n,90o
COST PER CLIENT: $143
(FY92-93)

1993-94

DATE OF SITE VISIT: September 13, 1994
The Northeast High School Health Services Program is a cooperative effort of the HRS Pinellas County
Public Health Unit, the Pinellas County School Board and All Children's Hospital. The clinic offers year
round on-site diagnostic health treatment and clinical counseling services to all students enrolled at
Northeast High School and their children.
During the site visit, we spoke with clinic and school staff and and a student; toured the program site;
reviewed progranvnatic records and client case files; verified objective and minimum service level data;
and completed a review for contract compliance.
During the first haH of FY 1993-94, the program provided 4532 clinic visits for 1464 students and 1 Health
Symposium with 161 attendees. The clinic is ahead of schedule reaching 70% of the target for clinic
visits and 100% of the target for health symposiums. Thirteen (13) students with previously undiscovered
major health problems were profiled. Their health problems included hypothyroidism, renal abnormality,
suicidal gestures, anorexia, ovarian cyst, brain cyst, severe otitis, syphilis, abnormal pap, abnormal
cervix, and inguinal hernia. One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the students identified with at risk behavior
for early sexual involvement and teenage pregnancy were counseled about postponement of early sexual
activity and prevention of sexually transmitted diseases. One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the students
identified as having an acute/chronic health problem were diagnosed, tested, treated, and followed up or
referred. One-hundred percent (100%) of the families of students having recurrent complaints/frequent
visits were contacted by phone and offered a complete physical exam (86% of the students completed
the exams). One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the students identified as not In compliance with Florida
school entrance health immunization requirements were brought into compliance. Ninety-three percent
(93%) of the students referred with at-risk behaviors were evaluated, counseled, and referred.
One-hundred percent (1 00%) of the students coming to the clinic for sports or routine physicals and who
had not received a turberculin test, were offered a P.P.D. (purify protein derivative) test. Ninety-three
percent (93%) of the students referred for minor illnesses and injuries, were referred back to class on the
same day.
Clinic and school staff reported an improvement in the awareness of health care among students and
school faculty, that the clinic is meeting the expectations of the school, and that there has been a
significant improvement in the rate of student attendance as a result of the clinic services. The clinic
serves as a training center for medical doctors in training for adolescent medicine at All Children's
Hospital and student nurses from local colleges. This year, the clinic sponsored the first Health
Symposium, "Let's Talk It Out. Communication between Parents and Teens" and helped develop the
"NEHS Guide for Individual Crisis Response" in response to an increasing nurmer of suicide attempts or
suicides district wide. The clinic moved to a new facility on the school campus in November 1993.
Because the volume of students is greater than in previous years, the building space (and staff) is
Inadequate during the morning rush. Staff offered various suggestions to relieve the overcrowded waiting
and triage rooms and to decrease the waiting time.
Recommendations were that the clinic develop a strategic plan to meet the student need for more waiting
room space, less waiting time, more triage nurse time, and more privacy when being seen by the nurse;
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post the priority system for students seen by medical staff; develop a student satisfaction questionnaire

that can be anonymously and voluntarily completed; and address what action is being taken to monitor
clinic expenditures and submit reirnburement requests in a more timely manner.

Collllact Manager: Dorothy Jennings
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Pinellas County Urban League

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:

PROGRAM: Project Success

JWB ALLOCATION:

DATE OF VISIT: September 9, 1994

COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1992193)

1993/94
$213,252
$141,026

$565

Project Success is a delinquency prevention, intervention, and diversion program. The primary clients
served are youth 7 to 17 years who are considered at risk of delinquency or dropping out of school.
Services are targeted to youth who reside on the south side of St. Petersburg. The Delinquency
Prevention activities include Family Life Education workshops offered to adults and youth at least once a
month during the school year. These workshops cover a variety of topics such as self-esteem,
communication, nutrition, cultural awareness and parenting. Intervention programming consists of
outclient services offered to youth at various locations throughout the service area. Service activities
include tutoring and referral to other human service providers. The Diversion. program includes an
Alternative Education Classroom for middle school youth who are experiencing disruptive behavior and/or
attitude problems in their normal school setting. Program staff provide support services to students
enrolled in the classroom. These services include individual, group and family counseling. Students
enrolled in the classroom are provided the opportunity to go on educational field trips and activities.
Youth served In the outclient program are exposed to professionals from the community to engender
career awareness and provide exposure to positive role models.
The site visit consisted of the following activities: entrance conference, interviews with program and
administrative staff, observation of students in the classroom, interviews with students and the teacher,
review of client files and an exit conference. The visit also included an assessment of program services,
staffing pattern, program statistics and performance on measurable objectives.
There was staff turnover in four positions this fiscal year. The two counseling positions had turnover
three times. Recommendations Included the following: that the agency submit a report to JWB regarding
the staff turnover in the program; that the program establish an internal system to monitor file
maintenance , Include a termination summary In all closed files and ensure case note documentation in a
timely manner, revise the program methodology and submit to JWB the agency's most recent personnel
policies and procedures manual.

Cortract Manager: Patricia S. Davis
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Suncoast Center for Community
Mental Health
PROGRAM :Homeless Outreach Support
Team

FISCAL YEAR:
1993-1994
PROGRAM BUDGET: $252,702
JWB ALLOCATlON: $22,n1

COST PER CUENT:

$697

(FY92-93)

DATE OF VISIT: September 16, 1994

The Juvenile Welfare Board funds the Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health to provide outreach
mental health services to families and children who are homeless or at risk of becoming homeless.
These services are provided by a Family Specialist, who works in close cooperation with shelter staff and
the staff of other agencies that assist homeless families. Services offered through HOST include: crisis
Intervention, service coordination, individuaVgrouplfamily counseling, and consultation and education to
other agencies.
During the site visit, program staff, one consumer currently receiving services, and staff from two (2)
agencies that regularly receive services from HOST were interviewed; programmatic records and client
case files were reviewed; objective and minimum service level data were verified; and the program was
monitored for contract compliance.

At mid-point in FY 93-94 the program had met or exceeded all of its measurable objectives and both
minimum service levels for the year to date. The program's major strength is Its holistic approach to
service delivery and tie-ins with other services available at Suncoast and other places to empower people
to move forward with their lives. Its major weaknesses are its limited office space and the length of time
consumers must wait to see the psychiatrist.
The program was asked to review the psychiatrist time· allocated to this program to see if the length of
time consumers must wait to be seen can be reduced.

eor.ract Manager:

Lynn Hildebrand
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PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:
DECEMBER

1992

DECEMBER

267

456

3,744

5i662
Y1D

Y1D

1993

1994

DECEMBER

3, 782

Y1D 1994/5

861

Y1D 1994/5

1,916

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

DECEMBER
317

659
Y1D

1992

DECEMBER

1993

DECEMBER

285

1994

33

1,157
Y1D

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES: PROFESSIONALS AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION:
DECEMBER
1994
1,949

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

4,643

YTD 1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993:
1991/1992:
1990/1991:
1989/1990:
1988/1989:
1987/1988:
1986/1987:
1985/1986:

Y1D 1994/5

4,643

23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
DATE
/6195

PLANNED AcnvrrY
~uilding Self- Estton;

Goal

~tiling
~19195

~doltsctnts and the Occult

~110/95

'"'hanntling Anger
'::onstructivtly

110195

SITE
~uncoast Realtors Building

JWB

IVew Horizon

BRIEF DESCRIP110N

PRESENI'OR{S)

1YPE

Participants will learn strategies and skills
or achieving goals and improved producively.

'"'arol Price, M.A.

Professional

Participants will gain insights and skills for
working with adolescents involved with tht
')CCUit.

'::harlts Larsen, M.A.

Professional

Participants will learn skills for helping
'r:hildrtn channel anger constructively.

ack Hanmann , M.A.

!professional

rftlping Families Manage
r?:arly Adolescence

JWB

nus wor/cshop will review how tht normal
~evtlopmental changes of adolescence have
~n impact on interactions within families
~nd ways in which parents can maintain
ommunication and positive relationships
~ith their children.

'fames J. Conway, M.A.

Professional

~113195

Otaling with tht Aggressive
'"'lient

JWB

'rhis wor/cshop will present effective strate~its for working with aggressive youth.

'lack Hartmann, M.A .

!professional

'117195

fJuilding Personal Power

JWB

Participants will learn strategies for
eaching professional and personal goals.

~ichael Ullibridge, PhD.

!professional

1]118195

Redirecting Children's
fJehavior

JWB

'rhis wor/cshop will offer practical skillls for
eaching effective parenting.

r-ucinda Hudgins

Professional

118195

~uilding

Mutual &teem in
ht Family

JWB

Participants will develop skills to help
'ramilies appreciate individual differences.

~J.

!Professional

119195

~roup Treatment with
~dolescents

JWB

'rhis wor/cshop will focus on specific tech~iquts that can be used in group work
reatmtnt with normal and disturbed

'loy Johnson, M.A.,

1

~dolesctnts.

-

..

--

Doody, Ph.D.

~.c.s.w.

Professional

..

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY
DA1E

120195

PLANNED AC11VI'IY

r.e Transition to Substitu~

SITE

0

JDATE OF PlANNED ACTMTIES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

w. •

'IYPE

JWB

11ae workshop will address the interventions
hat support successful substitute parenting
elationships.

IToara Woody, M.S.W.,
p.C.S.W.

'w>rofessional

'w>rofessional

Parenting

120195

'rlelpirag Support Staff Handle
Pifficult Clients

JWB

Participants will learn skills for handling
'lifficult clients and crisis situations.

ITack Hartmann, M.A.

123195

~uilding a Balanced Team:
'rliring Healthy Staff

JWB

~upervisors and managers

will acquire skills
n hiring effective personnel.

~. J. Doody, Ph.D.

Professional

1123195

~haMelirag

JWB

Participants will learn skills for helping
hildren manage anger.

lrack Hartmann, M.A.

Professional

1124195

~trategiesfor Working with
i'tfricara-Americara Males

17te workshop will focus ora the examination

Patrick C. Coggins, PhD.,
TD.

Professional

!professional

Anger

~onstractively

)alvatiora Army

'J/ historic fac(()rs and responses to the

..

.

4fricara-American male as well as the
'ID.E.AL." model for working with this
'JOpulation.
f/26195

r;;oing for the Gold:
~uccessful Graratwriting

JWB

Participants will be given detailed informaion that will assist them in planning and
'Jbtaining grants.

ludy Hall, PhD., A.C.S.W.

126195

)etting Goals with Families

JWB

17tis workshop will focus on goal sening
trategies and technqiues which NeighborJwod Family Center staff can use with
'::enter participants.

Unda Locken, M.S.

Professional

rraining the Trainer

JWB

Participants will develop pedagogical and
'Jiaraning skills.

rlJ. Doody, PhD.

Professional

1127195

Patricia Gehant, M.A.

..

•
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Younger kids
using alcohol,
survey shows
c

• Fewer high school
students are drinking, but
a survey concludes that
more kids ages 11 to 14
are drinking and smoking
cigarettes. l.lflt ' 1 ... P~'·
"

. I

1

:)

• ),.

"1

There is lOme eood news, however alight, in the drug and alcohol
habits of children and teenagers.
According to a recent survey of
Pinellas students, fewer high
school students uy they drink alcohol, and cocaine use amone
IChool-aee children and teens bas
aU but vanished.
Those ue the amallest of c:ooaolations, however.
Arnone the finctinp of the sur·
vey, done by the juvenile Welfare
Board, Operation PAR and the
schoolayatem:
• An increasing number of

midcUe achool-atudenta,

~Y

ages 11 to 14, ue drinking alcohol,
smoking cigarettes and experimenting with inhalants, including
such common products as paint,
glue and correction Ouid.
• Use of LSD and marijuana is
on the rise in both high school and
middle school.
·
• About one in every five high
school seniors reported having
driven while intoxicated, and al·
most 70 percent had been a pas·
eenger in a car with a drunk driver.
• More than 40 percent of seniors, a third of sophomores and
almost 30 percent of .eighth-graders said they bad had five or more
drinks at one sitting dwing the
previous two weeks.
Tbe Pinellas results appear to
mirror national trends.
Even c:onaidering that the num·
bers might be iDOated by adolescent braaging, officials said the
survey is disturbing, espec:ially relating to the younger students.
"We tee doubling of alcohol

Please see SURVEY Page 2

Survey

from Page ,

use from fifth to sinh grade, then
doubling again from sinh to eighth
grade. What it's telling me is that
this is a very rough time for kids,"
said Linda Jones, who supervises
substance abuse programs for Pinellas schools. "It is a community
problem. It is a family problem."
Some of the middle-school
problem may come from more opportunities to experiment with the
drugs, she said.
,
"Parents say, 'Goodness,
, they're growing up. They need
more independence. They can stay
by themselves. A couple of them
can get together without parental
interference going on,' " abe said.
The lesson, abe said, is that the
schools, parents and the community may need to look at more ways
to reach out to pre-teens.
Overwhelmingly, the students
who drink said they do so at
parties, where beer and wine coolers seem to be the preferred beverages.
Barb Donaldson, whose son
Justin is a student at East Lake
High, said she is relieved that be
hasn't seemed interested in alcohol. But she bears him talk about
high school parties in rented motel
rooms where alcohol is served.
"He says (students) are always
going to parties and drinking and
driving, and he says they should be
smarter than that."
Kimberlee Hamilton, a freshman at Clearwater High, said she
bears people talking, mostly on
Mondays, about parties and bow
much beer was consumed.
"I would guess a good 50 percent do it," she said.
Kim Palfy, substance abuse
chairwoman for the County Council of PTAs, said that group bas
taken a position against advertising alcohol and cigarettes to children and young people.
"When you go into a 7-Eleven,
you don't see Joe Camel up where
adults would notice it, you see it
down where kids will see it,'' abe
said. "Those are the kinds of
things parents need to help make
their kids more aware of."
Nearly everyone in the survey,
given to 24,509 students last y~..ar.
said alcohol and cigarettes Lre
easy to get.
,
As much as anything, that is
the upsetting message of the sur- ·
vey, Linda Jones said.
'
"Students are telling us how
accessible and available drugs
are," she said. "It's very scary that

Drinkers are
getting younger
Alcohol use among Pinellas
County hiQh school seniors has
stabilized 1n recent years. But
middle school students say they
are drinking more than ever.
Students.Who say they have
used alcohol in the past 30
days:
Alcohol UH In 1994

a

i

Flttti Sixth Eight Tenth Twelfth
Grade levels

Alcohol

UH 1980-1994

12th gradeiJ8th grade

~

1980

1984

1990

1992

Source: Jwenile Welfare Board
d Pinellu County

1994
11mM ert

you're sending your child out to go
to a party and the kids at the party
all have alcohol. ... I hear reports
and stories all the time about unsupervised parties. I also bear about
parties where parents have purchased the alcohol."
Jones said the survey results
are frustrating, given the barrage
of educational programs on substance abuse offered in s&ools,
beginning in prekindergarte1_1.
"You can't just teach ki~ say
no to drugs," she said. "There bas
to be more there."
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JWB AWARDS GRANT
TO FOUNDATION
Enthusiastic young learners and experienced gardeners are working and learning
side by side for Growing Together: An lntergenerational Gardening Project. Royal Palms

IMPERIAL PALMS
Senior Apartments
(813) 585-3723

residents and students from Fun N Friends Learning Center will be cultivating close friendships along with their herbs and vegetables.
Planning sessions for participants began in September following news of the

ROYAL PALMS
Senior Residence
(813) 585-8003

0

$11,065 award by the Pinellas County Juvenile Welfare Board. While waist-high handicap accessible gardens were being designed and built little gardeners were eagerly
deciding what to plant. Experienced senior gardeners guided the children along with
the expert advice of horticulturist Bill McMullen from Wilcox Nurseries.

SABALPALMS
Health Care Center
(813) 586-4211

First meetings were given to
preparing the garden at the learning
center. Plantings at both sites will be

SILVER PALMS
Apartments
& Townhouses
(813) 584-3103

ABLE PALMS
Home & Health Care
(813) 535-8777

CYPRESS PALMS
A.C.L.F./Extended Care
(813) 586-4211

c

ClllLDREN'S
CENTER
at Sabal Palms
(813) 586-4211

ongoing, taking care to have vegetables
and herbs mature at the same time so
special recipes can be made.
At harvest time, a home economist
will work with the group on the basics of
good nutrition and simple recipes they can
prepare together.
Liz Williams, executive director of
the Palms of Largo lnterGenerational Community Foundation wrote the proposal and
will be overseeing the eight month project.
She will be assisted by Ruth Morisette,
Royal Palms Assistant Activities Director,
Dee Kramer, Fun N Friends Director and
Chris Lane, Fun N Friends Administrator.
Twenty seniors and fifty children are
participating in the program.

New friends Louis Walton and Brandy
Beurkens take a moment from their gardening at Fun N Friends for a photo opportunity. See pages 4 & 5 for more pictures.
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VOICE OF THE PALMS OF LARGO

MEET THE FOUNDATION BOARD MEMBERS

OFFICERS - Seated: President Jane Corcoran; Standing
L to R: Ruth Smith, treasurer; Jackie Hanko, secretary;
Liz Williams, executive director.

At a recent meeting of the Palms of Largo
lntergenerational Community Foundation board
members lined up for some group photos. Members
meet monthly to plan and oversee Foundation
programs and events.
Some of the programs that have been created
or underwritten by the Foundation are the Governor's
Conferences on Aging; Bridge The Gap, in cooperation
with the city of Largo youth programs; Meeting of the
Ages, an annual intergenerational festival; senior health
fairs; Growing Together: an intergenerational gardening project; Computing Together: computer literacy for
students and seniors together; annual scholarships for
college students and Spring Around The Palms.

NEW MEMBERS - Seated: Sean Scott, Esq.; Standing
L to R: Connie Conrad; Dianne Wallace, Alta Brauer

CHARTER MEMBERS - Seated: Bill Laney; Standing L
toR: Virginia Laney and Virginia Fontaine. Not pictured:
Barbara Weake and Terry Russell.

TREE OF GENERATIONS
ENTERED IN FESTIVAL OF TREES
Residents and children joined creative talents to
decorate the Palms of Largo entry into the 1994 Festival of
Trees, the annual Family Services fundraiser.
Children from Rogate Christian Learning Center made
silver poinsettia framed school pictures while Sabal Palms and
Cypress Palms residents made silver cornucopias filled with
delicate flowers. Royal Palms resident Esther Wilson topped
off the silver and white decorations with her hand crafted
angel.
Residents from the Palms of Largo visited the festival
to admire the finished product. The tree was a big hit at the
festival too. It was the second one chosen in the bidding of
the trees.
The event is held annually at the AmSouth banking
center.
Royal Palms residents Esther and Earle Wilson admired the
Palms of Largo entry to the Festival of Trees. Esther designed
and made the angel for the tree.
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ROYAL PALMS RESIDENTS
SAVE PENNIES
FOR THE PARK
Pennies really do add up. Ask any resident at
Royal Palms. They collected over $1 00 in pennies for
the Rotary Playground at Largo Central Park. Resident
Council president Frank Stenzel made the presentation to Largo Rotary president Dick Paul. The money
will be used for the playground which has been
designed so that children of all abilities can use it. The
playground will be a central part of the park, currently
under construction on East Bay Drive and Missouri
Avenue.

BILL LANEY HONORED
Charter member and first president William

A. Laney was recognized recently for his contributions
to the Foundation.
Bill was instrumental in the
development of the mission and programs of the
Foundation and has been an enthusiastic supporter at
all of the fund raising events.
Mr. Laney was a Tampa businessman before his
retirement. He has been a lifelong Rotarian and served
as District Governor for Rotary as well. He and his wife
Virginia, also a charter Foundation member, live in
Largo.

Bill Laney, first president and charter
member of the Foundation accepts a
plaque from president Jane Corcoran.

ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS
AWARDED
The Foundation awarded two scholarships this
year. One went to a graduating senior from East Lake
High School, Meghan Kenefic. The second was
awarded to a Seminole High School graduate, Jamie
Warzynski. Both students intend to pursue careers in
physical therapy and were chosen for their academic
achievements, community involvement and personal
essays. The scholarships are renewable for a second
year based on the students academic achievement in
college.
Foundation board members Jackie Hanko and
Liz Williams presented certificates to the girls at their
high school award ceremonies.

Meghan Kenefic, scholarship recipient from
East Lake High School pauses in her
conversation for a photo opportunity with
Foundation president Jane Corcoran at the
luncheon held in her honor.

FOUNDATION ADOPTS
NEW LOGO
Following an extensive study, the Palms of
Largo lnterGenerational Community Foundation
adopted a new logo and refined the mission statement
to better reflect its philosophy and programs. The new
mission statement: Linking the wisdom of age with
the enthusiasm of youth through intergenerational
programs, education and service.
Examples of Foundation funding are
intergenerational programs, health professions
scholarships, life-long learning courses, and forums on
aging.
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GROWING TOGETHER:

An I

Everyone had a job and worked hard as both gardens were prepared for planting. There is a traditional
garden at Fun N Friends that had to be tilled and weeded. At Royal Palms special waist-high handicap accessible
planters were designed for the project.
Seniors and children were full of energy and enthusiasm when they got together to plant their gardens.
Short, agile folks did most of the bending and stooping while seniors took care of the digging, raking and advising. Everyone managed to get pretty dirty and worked up a hearty appetite for the snack time that always tops off
the gardening sessions.

Frank Sunderland takes the direct
approach to turning the soil and bedding
mix for the waist-high planters. Liz
Williams and Connie Conrad decide to
take the safer approach and stay on the
firm ground!

First time gardeners Steven Anthony and Ryan
Goodaker take a turn at preparing the waisthigh gardens for planting.

Seniors Mary Ellis, Connie Conrad and Peg Aaronson give
directions on planting tomatoes to Ryan Goodaker, Britni
Griffin and Krista Heinkein from Fun N Friends Learning Center
and Ruth Morisette, assistant activities director.
Royal Palms resident Connie Conrad
demonstrates the way to separate seedlings
before planting.

1
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Gardening Project

Sunshine Green decided to wear
garden gloves for weeding after her
near experience with the worm! Ruth
Morisette makes sure they'll stay on.

Frank Sunderlund turns the garden soil
while Avalon Bosworth helps Ashley
ingel with the weeding.

Avalon Bosworth mans the shovel
while Ashley Engel inspects a garden
critter (worm) as Sunshine Green
takes a more cautious stance.

Royal Palms program supervisor and consulting horticulturist
Bill McMullen were on hand to confer on the progress and
types of vegetables suitable to plant for this space.

Everyone got into the act as they
worked side by side to get the garden
ready for planting at Fun N Friends
Learning Center.
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YOGA CLASSES ADDED
TO SAGE COLLEGE CURRICULUM
Instructor Deanne Shower has joined the Sage
College faculty to teach yoga to residents of the Palms
of Largo campus. Deanne has classes every Wednesday at Imperial Palms, Cypress Palms and Royal Palms.
Deanne has designed the curriculum for the
abilities of each class she teaches. She stresses that
yoga is NOT a competitive sport. Rather it is within
each person to do their personal best and not compare
their ability to others in the class. The principles of
yoga are taught in each class with a heavy emphasis
on relaxation and maintaining and improving mobility.
Classes at all sites have a faithful following.
Residents who wish to join the classes can do so at
any time. Classes are given in eight week sessions with
a week off between sessions.
Deanne also teaches at Morton Plant, A
Woman's Place in Palm Harbor and USF.

SAGE COLLEGE HAPPENINGS
Life-long Learners have a variety of classes,
discussion groups, lectures, and field trips to choose
from.
Two favorites in this year's schedule are the
discussion series on American Musical Theater and
guest lecturers.
American Musical Theater explores musical
comedy from the early 1920's through the 1960's. A
different musical is covered each week. A video of the
musical is shown before each class so students are
familiar with the subject matt er. Discussion leader
David Cole brings the music to life through tapes and
performance. Books on Musical theater are also provided by David for residents to read between sessions.
David comes to Sage College through the
Academy of Senior Professionals at Eckerd College.
Books are provided by the Florida Humanities Council.
This is the second in the series of mini-courses
for the 94-95 academic year. The first was on the
American Railroads and their effect on our country's
growth, economy and society. Scheduled for second
semester are "America and the Land" and "The Keys
to Our Future".
Another popular visitor was Lili Garnett, guest
lecturer from the Florida International Museum. She
brought a slide presentation on their exhibit Treasurers
of the Czars and some articles from the Russian gift
shop at the museum. Students have scheduled two
field trips to the exhibition .

A few of the yoga students from Cypress Palms get together
for a group hug after class. L. to R. residents Virginia Leonard,
Estelle Gibson, instructor Deanne Shower and resident Maria
Lockwood.

NEW SABAL PALMS
ADMINISTRATOR
Bill Mess will be joining Saba! Palms Health
Care Center December 19 as the new administrator.
A reception was held to introduce Bill to residents and
staff. He has been the administrator of Westchester
Gardens for the past year.

David Cole, second from left, discussion leader for the
American Musical Comedy series visits with members of the
class.

Elaine Nelson, Social Services Director, introduces Sabat Palms
resident Nina Nucci to Bill Mess at his welcoming reception.

Peg Aaronson examines
a Russian toy following
the slide presentation of
Treasurers of the Czars.

"
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WELLNESS LIBRARIES
FOR RESIDENTS
·
A new section of the Royal Palms library is the
location for the Well ness Library selections. A separate
card catalog has the listings of all the wellness
resources.
At Saba! Palms the Wellness Library materials
travel on a special cart to individual resident's rooms
for easier selection for those who have a difficult time
getting around.
The libraries were created so residents could
have a resource for their questions regarding their
physical, mental and spiritual well-being.
Books, tapes and videos on physical fitness,
attitudinal healing, personal growth, spirituality, health,
nutrition and inspirational biographies are available for
residents to check out. Pamphlets provided by such
organizations as AARP, Hospice, Diabetes Foundation,
Arthritis Association are available for the residents to
keep.
Residents may sign out recorders for the tapes.
New tapes and large print books have been added for
users convenience.

c

ADMINISTRATOR
OF THE YEAR!
Colleagues and staff
were on hand to congratulate Terry Russell when he
returned from the annual
Florida Health Care Association convention after being
1'
named 1994 Administrator
\
of the Year.
The award is
given annually to an administrator who demonstrates
exceptional management Saba/ Palms new executive
and leadership qualities in director, Terry Russell during
a rare quiet moment in his
the nursing home industry.
office.
Terry has initiated innovative programming for residents, added The
Children's Center which specializes in long term subacute care, and became one of the first facilities
licensed for Extended Congregate Care. He is active
in several civic organizations as well as his church
youth activities.
Mr. Russell has recently been appointed executive director of Sabal Palms. In his new position he
will oversee the construction of the new Cypress
Palms, a 120 unit A.C.L.F./E .C.C. Cypress Palms will
also include a state of the art Wellness Center, outpatient rehabilitation, and intergenerational day care.
Construction on Cypress Palms will be completed in
mid-1995.

;I

HEALTHY TIPS FROM ABLE PALMS

Susie Libecki, assistant activity director, checks on new books
and tapes for the Wei/ness Library cart before delivering them
to residents at Saba/ and Cypress Palms.

Royal Palms resident Lillian Eley makes a selection from the
new Wei/ness Library.

EASY WAYS TO CUT BACK ON SODIUM
1. Remove salt shaker from your table.
2. Replace salt in cooking with herbs and spices.
3. Substitute fresh or frozen vegetables for canned
vegetables, which often have added salt.
4. Avoid pickles, sauerkraut and olives preserved in
salt water.
5. Avoid smoked meats, sausage, ham, bacon,
hotdogs, luncheon meats, and canned/processed
fish . Fresh meat, fish, and poultry have lower sodium levels.
6. Bouillon cubes, canned or dry soups, commercial salad dressing and mixes, and condiments are
usually high in sodium. Look for low sodium substitutes.
7. Watch out for dairy products that naturally contain sodium.
8. Check the labels on nonprescription drugs such
as antacids, laxatives, aspirin, cough medicines, etc.,
for sodium levels.
9. Salt substitutes can be good, but check with your
doctor if you should be avoiding high amounts of
potassium.
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VOICE OF THE PALMS OF LARGO

Set for April 22, 1994

'"):

Keeping with tradition,

the Saturday after

Easter, April 22, 1995, has been set for the third
annual Spring Around The Palms SK and 1 mile runs
and Arts and Crafts Fair. Both events will again be
held on the Palms of Largo campus and neighboring
Highland Recreation Complex.
Spring Around The Palms is the Foundation's
annual scholarship fund raiser. Scholarships are given
to college level students who are pursuing a career in
the health care field .

The Palms of Largo
200 Lake Avenue N.E.
Largo, FL 34641
(813) 584-7595

BULK RATE
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John Kaneski works on a vocabulary lesson with his fourth-grade class at Walsingham
Elementary School.

• Walsingham Elementary has an
open-armed approach that joins
parents and children in a common
cause. One result: no pupil
suspensions in six years.
By ANNE LINDBERG
Tlmn Staff Wrttlr

LARGO- Faye DeLoach, the principal of
Walsingham Elementary School, picked up the
phone one morning recently to ca1l a parent.
" We've got a minor situation here," she told
the mother, whose son had misbehaved on the
bus that morning.
"Don't get hard on him," she told the boy's
mother. "Just reinforce with him: 'Stay in your
seat. We love you and we want you here safely.' ,
DeLoach listened for a minute, then reassured: "He's not going through a phase. He's
just being normal. He's a sweetheart."
DeLoach repeated the scenario seven times
that morning, with the parents of the others
who misbehaved.

It is a typical scene at Walsingham, 9099 Walsingham
Road, where DeLoach and her
staff put an emphasis on including
parents in discipline.
"I always involve the parents
-always," DeLoach said. "I
would be hard put to tell you a
parent who wouldn't help.''
An atypical scene for WalRobert Edward singham would be suspending
those pupils. Walsingham has not
Russo says
suspended a pupil out of school in
Walslngham
six years, according to district
Elementary
figures.
has been a
That is unusual in a district
Godsend.
that has seen suspensions climb
from 13,096 in 1988-89 to 27,742 in 1993-94.
The handling of an offense depends on many factors, including the infraction itself, how often
the child has been bad, the school and the principal.
Walsingham is one of only three public
schools that can boast of no suspensions. Walsingham is unique, however, because it is the
only non-fundamental school in the trio.
Pupils at St. Petersburg's Lakeview Funda-

18000

Distilled to the basics, WaJsmgham's success comes from a belief
that all children can learn and a
staff that will do whatever it takes
to teach them. That belief is
spreading to other elementaries
throughout the county.
"I'd love to see the Walsingham project transferred to middle
schools," said Nancy Zambito, a
director of school operations for
the Pinellas district. ' 1But it's hard
to do it."
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mental and Tarpon Springs Fundamental elementaries apply for admission. Pupils and parents must sign an agreement to obey the rules
of the school. Pupils must obey the discipline
plan and follow the dress code. Parents must
provide transportation for their children, attend
all PTA meetings, and.review and sign all homework assignments. The schools also have small
pupil populations: Lakeview has about 290 pupils; Tarpon about 256.
Walsingham's 690 or so pupils, on the other
hand, are zoned there. Some are bused long distances. Others in the mixture are children traditionally expected to be a handful: poverty-stricken; products of one-parent families;
physically impaired; autistic; those who have
never been read to nor seen a crayon; and those
who were addicted to drugs at birth.
"It's a particular philosophy of mine that at
the elementary level, there are other ways
(than suspension)," DeLoach said.
If a child isn't in school, she said, no learning
can take place.
Just because DeLoach doesn't like to kick
pupils out of school, that doesn't mean the
school is chaotic. It's just the opposite.
Children walk in straight lines.Some in the line have a hand up
with two fingers extended -the
Walsingham signal for quiet . .
Classes are quiet enough that
an interview can be conducted in a
hallway surrounded by four classrooms that have movable walls and
no doors. When visitors enter, the
pupils look around, but then · go
back to work. As children leave the
classrooms, they clean their areas,
shove their chairs under desks and
turn off 1;h~ lig~ts. _

<i>

'!'.

~

It does take a lot to practice
. that belief.
If it was written in mathemati' cal form, Walsingham's formula for
good behavior might look something like this: Meaningful learning
plus bonding with child and parent
plus positive reinforcement plus
clearly defmed expectations equals
good behavior.
"People learn because learning
pays off for them," says George
Sherman, a behavior specialist at
Walsingham. Sherman helped develop much of the program.
·
Part of that, he said, is convincing the children they have a future.
Once a child becomes sure of a
future, Sherman said, he or she
does not want to be kicked out of
school.

Teachers are
encouraged to
search for m~hods
that work for them
and for each pupil.
That is why Sherman and the
teachers spend time qnding out
what motivates each child.
Sometimes, they plot a chart
showing the difference in earnings
between, for example, someone
who works at a fast food restaurant
and a lawyer.
"You can see the lights go on in
the more cyniCal kids," Sherman
said. "They see what's in it for
them."
In other cases, they find mentors for children, or give them the
tools to work with. In one case, a
second grader has become. convinced he can become an engmeer.
"He went up two years' reading level in one year because now
he has a reason to read," Sherman
said. "It's because he really believes he can be an engineer. For
other kids, it's crazy things."

.

Crazy things like taking a child
to a foreign car dealership and
letting him or her sit in a Ferrari. If
something sparks the desire to
learn, the school finds a way to do
it.
Sherman said the teachers and
staff also make it a point to bond
with the children. Children need to
feel as if they belong, he said. That
is carried over to the parents.
So teachers and school admin- ·
istrators go to their pupils' neighborhoods for block parties.
"The idea (is) that education
1
I belongs to everybody," Sherman
: said. "We direct market literacy
the way we direct market Tupperware, insurance."
The first neighborhood the
school courted was Coral Heights
because it was closer to the Largo
school. More recently, the block
parties have expanded to Sandalwood and Harborwatch in St. Petersburg off U.S. 19.
.
The school began with a block
party, that's gotten down to a formula for all the neighborhoods:
gcu~es, moonwalk, &sc jockey and
free food.
At first, Sherman said, parents
are skeptical. Then, they take the
first step to bond with the school,
which encourages them to read
and get their GED equivalenc}\
certificate, if they have no high
school diploma. Each subsequent
contact with families becomes easier, until they identify themselves
as "Walsingham families."
That particular result has impressed Superintendent Howard
Hinesley, who said DeLoach and
her teachers have demonstrated
that when the school reaches out,
parents respond and begin to trust
and join in.
In Coral Heights, the school
runs a weekly parental support
group that has incorporated and
plans to open a neighborhood
Crime Watch as well as a neighborhood center. The group calls itself
CAP, for Caring, Active Parents.
"Our vision as a group is to
have a center . . . and use the
backyard as a daycare center,"
, said child advocate Nick Cusumano, who with Walsingham guidance counselor Valerie Stauderrmm began the support group two
years ago. Cusumano's salary is
paid through the Juvenile Welfare
Board.
---s&uderman said the group wa.
set up to help people develop parenting skills; in particular, to teach
a way of disciplining without hitting and break the cycle of scream,
slap and spank.

1'lmn Photo - TOM HOWLAND

Valerie Staudennan, left, a counselor at Walsingham Elementary, and Nick Cusumano, a family
case manager, help lead support group meetings.

"Every group that comes to
1e weekly group grew during
the first year and voted to continue
ARK team locations you is different, you can't stay the
same," DeLoach said. " There's no
meeting during the summer. They
began meeting Saturdays and visit• Able, Resilient Kids core
such thing as a technique that ·
teams have been trained at
works for all."
ed the zoo and parks. Even though
these 26 Pinellas County
Though not an official part of
some have moved out of the neigh-.
public elementary schools:
the Walsingham formula for good
borhood, they come back to the
Bardmoor, Belleair, Blanton,
behavior, the atmosphere Deweekly Thursday night meetings,
Clearview, Cross Bayou,
which can be chaotic, with children
Fairmount Park, Gulfport,
Loach and the school administrarunning in and out while their parLakewood, Lealman Avetors set for the teachers is the
ents meet.
nue, Maximo, Mildred
catalyst
that makes it work.
Helms, Mount Vernon,
"It's become a neighborhood
Northshore, Norwood, Orange Grove, Pasadena, Perhappening," Cusumano said. " I
Teachers fonn nucleus
like the fact that the kids are
kins, Pinellas Park, Rio Vishere."
ta, Safety Harbor, Sawgrass
" Walsingham has been a GodLake, Seventy-Fourth
Fear of failure is minimized for
Street, Sutherland, Tarpon
the teachers.
send for me," said Robert Edward
Russo, who attends the weekly
Springs, Walsingham and
They are encouraged to exper__1a_w_n_._ _ _ _~----' iment and search for methods that
meetings with his daughter,Crys- 1.___w_ood
tal, 7. Since joining the weekly
work for them and for each pupil.
meetings, Russo has become more
.
.
Teachers are encouraged to
active in school life, joining the
The techniques are fleXIble and trade techniques and ask for help
PTA and the school advisory coun- m~y chan~e from class to class or when they need it. If a teacher is
chil~ to c~d or teacher to teache.r. having a hard time, Sherman may
cil.
"I'm trying to be a good examThere s an, atmosphere ~t this come in to help fmd a solution.
pie for the rest of the people in the sc~ool. W~ don t tolerate chf}drt;n
" I'm really encouraged by this
neighborhood so people can under- bemg unkind to each other, said new attitude of let's stop blaming
stand there is a way out," he said. ~anelle J.e~s, a teach~r for .~hys- let's start doing something," said
"They're not trapped."
1cally· 1mpa1red pup1ls. T~e Luna Carlson, a ftrst-grade teach'hile bonding with parent and teachers .«re yery tolerant of. dif- er. " Teachers in general want to
ch..... is important, equally so are fere~ces m chil<U:en, whether It.~ ftnd solutions ... . It's a very open
positive reinforcement and clear handicap or ethnic background.
atmosphere, a very accepting one.
standards. The teachers give three
I think that's called professionalrewards for every one rebuke; and
ism."
they make clear the behavior that
is expected of every Walsingham
pupil.

jenkins agreed: " We're expec
ted to be professionals. We're no
expected to be clones of each oth
er."
That attitude likely exists be
cause it is the teachers themselve
who generated the program ftv,
years ago, Sherman said, as a wa:
to improve education for problen
pupils. DeLoach backed he
teachers, and the Walsinghan
Project was born upon the concep
that all children can Jearn.
" It was close to blasphemy,'
Sherman said. " That's what l'v.
been ftghting ... that if you mak•
the top 30 percent super-success
ful, you can throw away the botton
30 percent. I'm just crazy enougl
to believe we can tum that aroun•
and make everybody successful."
Walsingham' s first yea r
1989-90, was so successful tha
the go\ ernor's office gave :
$60,000 grant to Walsingham an•
nine other Pinellas schools tha

. wanted to try the program, ~d
Linda Jones, supervisor of substance abuse prevention programs
for the school district. Jones' office
manages the grant~
The second year, the name was
changed from the Walsingham
Project to ARK, for At-Risk Kids.
About midway through that year,
Sherman said, the children's behavior had changed so dramatically, that the name no longer fit. So
the meaning of ARK changed to
Able, Resilient Kids.
"By using resilient, we kept
the drug-free money," he said.
The ARK concept is spreading
throughout the district; 26 schools
have trained core teams and are
trying the methods in one or more
classes.
The schools have been sharing
a grant of about $70,000 a year to
implement the ARK concepts,
Jones said. Most of the money is
used for training, stipends and
supplies.
Teachers from those schools
meet six times a year on Saturdays
to trade research, results, frustrations, ideas and techniques. The
teachers receive a stipend from
the grant for their time. When they
return to their classes, implement
ideas and keep track of results.
"We're really trying to target
children who are growing up
where there are a lot of risk factors involved," Jones said.

As ARK concepts spread,
Sherman said · the result will be
that "there's no such thing as
throwaway kids anymore."
But the spread of the ARK
concepts has been tension-filled
from the start, Sherman said. Part
of the problem, he ·said, was that
the ideas and impetus didn't come
from administrators.
"We just basically cut the administration out," Sherman said.
That's because administrators
are out of touch and kept denying
the problems, he said. "They
didn't like the idea administration
was there to serve the teachers."
Hinesley said he wasn't aware
of any tension between administrators and the school, a1though "that
could be true." As for Hinesley:
"They have 100 percent of my
support."
The program is good, he said,
.and the school has accomplished a
lot. "They go the extra mile, which
I think is part of the success of the
program."
Any slowness to spread districtwide, Hinesley said, is likely
caused by a misperception that it's
"just another program" rather
than a viable, successful set of
strategies and techniques.
Besides, he said, it takes tim~
to be successful and that requires a
time consuming commitment from
school officia1s.
DeLoach talks about that need
for commitment to the success of
all children:
"You cannot sit here and say
it's society'r fault. You can't say
it's the !amity's fault. You've got to
do something about it."
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Extra Money for Your Employees
As a Pinellas County business leader,
you have an opportunity to pass along
some very valuable information to your
employees that puts money in their
pockets without costing you anything. It's
the Earned Income Tax Credit (EIC), a
program for moderate and low income
working families.
What does EIC do for you and your
employees? It supplements wages, thus
giving people more disposable income to
pay bills as well as purchase local goods
and services. Families with two or more
children earning less that $25,296. per
year can get up to $2,538. Those with one
child and earning less than $23,755. per
year can get up to $2,038. And for the
first time this year, a worker between the
ages of 25 and 64 earning less than

Pass along valuable
information to your
employees that puts money
in their pockets without
costing you anything.
$9,000. per year with no children is
eligible for up to $306.
If you would like additional information, or want to order copies of a fac:t
sheet, flyer or payroll stuffer for duplication and distribution to your employees,
please contact Kathy Helmuth, Communication Specialist, Juvenile Welfare Board
of Pinellas County at 521-1853, Ext. 341.
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Juvenile Welfare Board quietly aids families
fanuwa

· Re: ''Scbool baa
foe aooc1 bebav·
icir,'' Dec. 4.
· TlwW for ID article that 10 comprebenaively deals with bow parenu and IChooll
an interact IIUIXellfully 011 behalf ol the
child. WaJsina!wn ElemeD
, UDder the
directioo ol priDcipal
and
with the belp ol coocemecl eclucaton IIUch u
Georee Sberman, il to be commended for its

Fay~Loach

efforu.

The Juvenile Welfare Board Cllllliltently
aupporu projects that men,tben families

and enhance child well·beiJia. ID the cue ol
Wal1in1ham Elementary and the Coral
Hei1hta neilhborboocl,
the board' a aupport
pa much further than
the aalary paid to Nick
Cuaumano. In fiacal
1994·95 alone, the
board ia contractin1
with Suncoaat Center
for Community Mental
Health for the Family
MILLS
Social Support Project
at Walainlham £Iemen.
ury at a coat ol cloee to $61,000. A. well, at
the Nov. 10 meetiol, the Juvenile Welfare
Board allocated up to $11,975 to the Carina
Active Parenu aroup for planninJI a neiah·
borhood family center in the Coril Heilhu

bope IIOthiDII eJ.e in the city becomes annoyin~ to you. • t if the bomeleaa were to ,et
"out of control"? Or maybe minorities? Or
perhapa women? How about Yankees? Chil·
• Oirec:t your thouahta about ._In St.~ . Gulfport, Kenneth City,
Pinellea Partland h gulf bNchn to City nm.t, P.O. Box1121 , St. Peterabufg, FL
clren? Dop? Cau? Tourilu?
33731 , or dic:tata your tlloughta on our reoorder, 1183-11188. BeciiUM of apace
Of coune, if we can't " think ol any other
llmltatlona, latl8rs ahould be of ruaonabla length (250-300 worda mulmum •• a
way'' to reaolve a problem, the beat thin1 to
Ne). L.en.ra may be edited for clartty, tallt. and length. AM letters mull be algned
do
is
,et a BB IUD and blast away. Reand muat oontaln the writar'a addnna and t.1ep11one number. Addrft- and .
member, this is the "top ataffer" ol our
phone l'lllmbers wll not be prlnt8d. Anonymoua latl8rs or lell8rs with Initials only
wtll not be pmr.ct.
.
city's chamber ol commerce! Not ooJy il
. firiD1 a 88 IUD within the ci limits a
IUD il,
Why doe& the city keep liYiDa away aU violation, hittina a pieeoo with
a.y no to
too. But Iince DO ooe uw him do it , even
our waterfroot property?
tboqb
be
admiu
be
did
it,
he
woo't
be
J.. I reaident ol downtown St. J>eten.
ltollert J. c.ker, St. ............ cbar1ed with a violation or with 'lllimaJ
bur , I thank the city for tun1iD1 Williaml
cruelty. ID lieu ol thole charles, perhapa we
into aometbiD1 beautiful. Within a Gulfport poloe vlgiiMt
aJUid limply char,e him with lack of com·
mooth, there'D be a mUieiiiD pnctically DeXt
I am the American middle clua - a moo aeue or with atupidity, not to mention
door to me, 10 tbinp are ~ up in my
neiahborbood. And then I Jll1llticiDema too? amaiJ.buaiDeaa owner, a happily IIIIITied fa. inaenaitivity.
How courteous ol Mr. Sloan to be 1
tber ol four children - and I had the
How wooderful! Maybe . . .
How will any ol ua enjoy tbeae attrac· opportunity to vacatioo at my parenU' coodo "nobody aJUid pouibly ,et injured." •
muat have really areat
tiolll if we're to be panhandled aU aver the in Gulfport. While llloppiq for Cbriatmu
eyeaiaht to be able to
park and 011 nearly every CIOI'IIel' ol down- (ftleDU for my c:bildren at the Tyrooe
watch that 88 leave the
Square Mall, I noticed I police olficer 011 the
town proper? It ian't fun; it'a intimidatina.
IUD and fly into the air.
Surely it'1 toqb to liDd JOU're IIICidenly root ol the mall He waa watchinl the
Since "at leaat ooe pi·
down and out, bec:auae ol c:ircumstancea parkin~ lot and ot.eniaa aD activities. I
eeoo" wu injured, 1...
beyood JOUr cootrol. However, l'ft aeen tboqbt to m,.elf, this il JJUt! Firat ol aU,
aume he fired more
beiDc above Jives an euellent view ol the
tome ol the very iDdividuala "" hllo entire area, enablina him to watch for at·
than ooe ahot. Wooder
,.,., littinc in the park, waitina for their
where the other 88s
nat free mealluppliecl by St. Vincent'&or tempted car tbefu or anytbina illepl. Se-

SHARE YOUR YEWS

Part

brouPt to them by church. Their
liveliliood then OOIIIi&U ol beainl foe c:ip·
rette&, _,-and/or beer.
. While this letter is DOt intended to deMy advice to people wbo want to enjoy
tract &om the lipific:ant and aUcceaatul downtown St. ~T to uy NO! to
work done by the WaJsina!wn ltaff, it is tbeae people, without
tioo. It'• taken

neiahborhood.

important to note the aupportive role Dlayecl
in this community by the Juvenile Welfare
Board and ita partner human eervice aaenciea. Tbil role IOIDetimea pa IIIIIIOticed,
but it an make a difference when it comea
to havinl aU the tools DeCelllr)' to .upport
families and commllllitiea. PiDellu County
residenu abould know the many ways that
the tu dollan paid to the Juvenile Welfare
Board 10 back into the commllllitiea from
which they were collected, and bow lllch
flmlliDI makes m important cootributioa to
the IOCial fabric ol this county.
J - E. lllilla, ACSW, -.atift lllrwtor,
Jawaile Welfare BoU'd 1111 l'iDe1lu t-Dty,
. St. Petenburt

a~

...,_lldlen

- •looa time to leam

it warb.

. limple rule. And

J_...,..,lt..........,..

Come 011 down!

cood, bia preaenc:e added to the ol
aec:urity I feh u I entered the mall for a few
boun ~ &boppina.
Ill aclditioo, I noticed, in renenl. a~troo~

...-ce by the police in Gulfport. My bat'a
olf to the men and women ~ the Gulfport
Police Department. I'D bet there are many
people in differeat towua ICl'OII the UDited
State. wbo would appreciate that kiDd ol
iqeauity and ~ in their OWD towua.
r.te Sdlnlf, St. J - . N.Y.

Goocltye, vnt8rfront ......
Noaa.efor8hooling . . .
Re: USF road c1oainc - Third Street S.

I 111ppo1e the people at the 1llliftnity
ooly think about acqairina the city water·
froot property. Why do they aot tbink ol
baildinc a walk-aver bridle the ame u they
baft at Gibb& Hilb School and PVTI at 34th
StreetS?
I think tbeae people ooly want to create I
1arae &bowcue at the tupayen' apeaae.

Re: "Chamber tallea aim at pireoaa -

literally'.. Dec. 13.

So R1111 Sloan. the eucutift director ol
Petenbura Area Chamber ol Com-

tbe St.

merce, "in deaperatioo" abot a BB IUD at

p;,eooa in downtown St. Petenbur1. After
all, the bird& bad lOtteD "out ol cootrol...
Good . _ _ , Mr. Sloan, I certaiDiy

went?
And juat what did he
accompliab by illiurini
ooe piaeoo? Maybe it made him feel more
"in cootrol" to make a poor little bird auffer
paiD and lftllliah.l'm aure the tboqbt ol the
l1lfferina and death ol this creature muat
make him feel much better.
At leut the chamber'• preaident does
aot qree with Mr. Sloan'• metboda. Mr.
Sloan il a clilcnc:e to the city and needa .to
aet bia actioo1 UDder cootrol. Sounds like a
Joadecl ca.- to me.
Ill the meantime I bope I cloo't find
m,.elf 011 I abip with Mr. Sloan 011 board. If
there were an emerleftCY and the captain
uid, "Women and children tint," I doubt
Mr. Sloan'• actiooa would be admirable.
Wbo knowa what be JDicbt do "out ol desperatioo"?
J - Cnif~, SL Petenburl
ILOAN

,
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Asian group gets
grants for center
---

~

·- · ·

The money comes from the Juvenile
Welfare Board and a state foundation
and will fund a survey of social needs.
By NOAM M. M. NEUSNER
Tribune StaH Writer
ST. PETERSBURG - A IJ'OUP of Asian-American actlvlltl bave ~teured two small arants to start planntna for a
community center In St. Petenbura.
For tile aroup, tile arant amounts to crawlln& before
walklna, Iince tile city councll declined to pay 1232,000 for
tile project. Told by councll members to do a little more
llomework before applytna for city money, tile actlvtlts,
mOSUy VIetnamese, Laotians and CembocUans, bave done
exactly tllat.
Tile arant. from tile county's Juvenlle Welfare Board
and a state foundation called Tbe Ounce of Prevention
Fund of Florida, wlll belp tile activists from tbe Asian Famlly and Community Empowerment Center Inc. do a survey
of tile county's Allan tamlly and ttl social needs.
Tllelr aoal will be to move Into a community center
where Allan tamllles would receive cradle-to-arave ~ervlc·
es: a nur~ery, clulrooms, a social ball, a kitchen, ·job devel·
opment and translation ltrVlces.
"It's real apparent to us tllat tllll. It a community that It
trytna to help ltlelf," •ld Blll Bentley, president of OUnce
of Prevention, a Tallabllltt-bued private proaram.
· Bentley •td tile 133,800 arant. willie 10t larae eaoup to
aet Allans tllelr center, Will belp tllem plan, a key component of success In fuDdralllD& for IOClal ca\1111. Be llld St.
Petenbura's Allan community may bave to sbed 10me
fears about deallna wttll aovemmeat. altllOUib tbelr later·
est In ltlf·rellance II commendable.
In Auaust. tile Allan community was commended by tbe
city councll for ltl spirit ln applytq for a dty arant to buy

---

- ·- ·- -

·- - ··· - · --

and renovate a defunct hotel In the
Mirror Lake area. But the council
and city officials declined the request, saying too little was known
about tbe costs of renovating the
building and the number of people
It would serve.
"Tbey were not ready. And tbat
Is no sllgbt to tbem," said Bentley.
"Tbere were some technical
tblngs we need to enhance," said
Bun Hap Prak, an official with tbe
Asian F.A.C.E. program. "Hopefully
by July, we'll get tbe money for a
full operation."

•
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Juvenile Welfare Board makes

$1.59-nlillion offer on neW home
• The move would
allow the county's
jWB and two other
agencies to leave ·
crowded quarters
and provide a focal
point for
administrative and
planning services,
.officials say.
By CURTIS KRUEGER
TliMe 118H Writer

PINELLAS PARK - Pinellas
County's Juvenile Welfare Board 1s prepanng to spend $1.59-million to buy a
new headquarters in Pinellas Park.
The JWB, which finances children's
programs throughout the county, has
made an offer to buy a building that
formerly housed the Chase Bank
operations center at 6698 68th Ave.
Although the deal is not final, bank
officials have indicated they expect the
offer will be accepted, said JWB Executive Director James Mills. H so, JWB
could move as soon as April.
The purchase will enable the JWB
and two other agencies to move out of
their crowded quarters at 4140 49th
St. N in St. Petersburg.
"The use of this building has just
skyrocketed," Mills said. Some workers are in portable buildings and "we're
pretty jammed up inside," Mills said.
Moving will accomplish two things,
Mills said:·
• It will create a central location in

I Pinellas. Park that will house ad-

! ministrators who deal with several

I children's agencies.

!
That includes the JWB, which
; administers grants and monitors
: several programs in Pinellas Coun1 ty that are designed to prevent
child abuse, steer kids away from
drugs and keep families together.
It also includes two other agencies that share the current JWB
site: the Pinellas County License
Board, which oversees the county's day care centers, and Coordinated Child Care, which handles
subsidized child care programs.
Both are set to move.
Head Start, the preschool _program, also may move its administrative offices into the new building, Mills said.
"What it provides is a focal
point for aU the administrative and
planning services for early childhood," Mills said.
·
• On the other hand, the current JWB site could become .a cen-

"Any
additional
costs mean we
either raise our
cost to clients
or ·we cut back
on services,''
Glenn said.
ter where the general public goes
for counseling or other services.
For example, one agency, Marriage and Family Counseling of
Pinellas, will stay at the JWB site in
St. Petersburg. It's the only one of
the four agencies there now that
gets a lot of visits from parents and
children for counseling.

There is space available for
similar agencies to · lease, Mills
said.
Robert Glenn, director of Marriage and Family Counseling, said
the move will give him desperately
needed extra space at the 49th
Street location and he is grateful
for it.
But on the other hand, he said
be has been told that he will have
to pay more money to JWB to keep
leasing space in the building. That
worries him, because the agency
always keeps a tight budget.
"Any additional costs mean we
either raise our cost to clients or
we cut back on services," Glenn
said.
When the JWB discussed prospects for expanding a couple of
years ago, some board members
expressed caution, saying they
didn't want to lavish money on a
building at a time when so many
kids were in need. A tax on Pinellas
property owners provides the JWB
with funds.
But Mills said he believes the
JWB is getting an excellent deal on
the building, which has an assessed
value of more than $3-million. And
he pointed out this week that the
JWB will not be borrowing money
to pay for the building. It will pay
cash, using money it has saved
during the past few years.

